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PART I

A. ORGANISATION AND ATTENDANCE

1. The Gaborone Technical Workshop of the Association of African Tax Adminstrators
(AATA) was held at the Holiday Inn Conference Centre, Gaborone (Botswana) from
12 to 16 March 1984. The topics discussed during the workshop were:

Issues of tax fraud and evasion;

The promotion of tax awareness; and

Techniques of tax legislation

2. The workshop was attended by representatives from the following countries and
international organizations: Botswana, Republic of Cameroon, Comoros, Congo, Ethiopia
the Gambia, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Morocco, Nigeria, Somalia, Swaziland, Zambia
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Harvard Law School and the Southern and
Eastern African Tax Administrators Liaison Organization (SEATALO).

3. The participants in the workshop elected the following delegates and observers
to act as Chairmen and rapporteurs for each topic discussed.

Theme I: Issues of Tax fraud and evasion

Chairman: Mr. Medaghri Alaoui (Morocco)
Rapporteur: Mr. Leif Muten (IMF)

Themell: The promotion of tax awareness
Chairman: Mr. Ademola Odueyungbo (Nigeria)
Rapporteur: Mr. Jose Ma Dado (ECA)

Theme III: The techniques of tax legislation

Chairman: Mr. Mohamed Yahya (Ethiopia)
Rapporteur: Prof. 0. Oldman (Harvard Law School)
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PART II

B. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Theme I: Issues of tax fraud and evasion

Chairman: Mr. Medaghri Alaoui (Morocco)

Rapporteur: Mr. Leif Muten, Senior Advisor, Fiscal Affairs

Department, IMF.

1. The session on,"Issues of Tax Fraud and Evasion" was conducted under the

Chairmanship of the delegate from Morocco, Mr. Medaghri Alaoui.

2. After the observer from IMF, Mr. Leif Muten, who was Rapporteur for the Session,

had delivered his paper, the discussion first focussed on definitional issues. It

was clear that the French usage of the word "evasion" being synonymous with.the

English word "avoidance" made it difficult to discern a non-repetitious meaning

of the two words in the title of the paper, both properly to be translated as "fraud".

Some speakers felt, however, that in English, the terms fraud and evasion reflected,

one a sin of commission, the other a sin of omission. Other speakers pointed out

the unclear border-lines between acceptable avoidance, that is, avoidance measures

that could be set aside fcy the authorities without constituting an offense, and

abuses that surpassed the concept of avoidance and could be labelled criminal

evasion.

3. On the issue, why taxpayers evade, some speakers pointed out that taxpayers

were often ignorant of the basic tax rules. Their obligations under the tax laws

were as little known to them as were the use of the tax revenue and the need for

tax financing of public services. Some positive results of taxpayer education

were noted, but it was also felt that taxpayer education was an issue mainly with

respect to individuals, corporate taxpayers normally being sufficiently informed

at their own initiative.

4. One delegate found governments of some African countries themselves to be at

fault, in as much as they neglected the needs of tax administrations for competitive

salaries, adequate premises, and equipment needed to fulfill their functions. The

tax administration was a goose with golden eggs and should be encouraged accordingly.

5. Some speakers saw a special problem in transfer pricing by internationally

connected enterprises, and in the use of tax havens. Among remedies mentioned were

international exchange of information, minimum taxes, and, as an ultimate resort,

a threat rather than a general rule, some power under the law for the tax administration
to impose tax in accordance with a unitary apportionment of the world-wide profits
of the company or corporate group. It was also mentioned that the task of the

tax administration would somewhat be easier, if the obligations of taxpayers were

kept at a moderate level.
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6. With respect to penalties, some speakers mentioned the distinction between

criminal penalties and civil penalties, the latter including interest on taxes

paid in arrears. Others stressed the importance of the real risk of getting

caught. Frequent and regular audits and a well functioning fiscal intelligence

branch were mentioned.

7. The question was also raised, whether a tax amnesty could be a useful

instrument. In view of the risk of repeated amnesties giving rise to abuses

by taxpayers, no clear positive opinion was pronounced on this issue.

3. The second paper on this topic, entitled "Tax fraud and evasion, in African

countries: some issues for discussion5' was presented by Mr. S.M. Ben Kasamale

of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), The paper outlined some of the

causes of tax fraud and evasion in African countries, the manner of their occurence,

how they may be controlled and their over-all effect on African economies.

9. In the discussion that followed, it was observed that the modern requirement

that taxes be paid only on legislative authority could be reconciled with the

situation in ancient and traditional societies when contributions to the fiscus

were based on clearly understood and accepted but unlegislated behavioural

expectations.

10. On the question of how to measure the equity of a tax in a society, it

was agreed that it was impossible to measure this exactly but that it was

relatively easy to detect whether a tax was equitable or not in any democratic

society where freedom of expression prevailed.
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BACK GROUND PAPERS

1. "Issues of Tax Fraud and Evasion" by Leif MutSn, Senior Advisor

Fiscal Affairs Department, IMF; . .

2. "Tax Fraud and Evasion, in African countries: Some issues for

discussion" by EGA Secretariat.

3. "Tax Fraud and Evasion - critical analysis: Republic of Liberia

and other developing countries" by Edwin Sambola, Ministry of

Finance,'Liberia.

V
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Issues of lax Fraud and Evasion

By Leif Muten*

Senior Advisor

Fiscal Affairs Department

/

CONTENTS

1. What is tax fraud and evasion?

II. Why do taxpayers try to evade tax?

III. Why should" tax fraud and evasion be countered?

IV. What can be done against it?

a) Legislation

b) Administration

c) Taxpayer education

d) International cooperation

V. What if we fail?

* Opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not

necessarily reflect those of the International Monetary Fund.
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I, What is Tax Fraud and Evasion?

Most tax laws presuppose a certain degree of cooperation from the taxpayer.

With a euphemism, the compliance is called "voluntary"; what is meant is that

taxpayers choose to comply, either out of acceptance of the system--in which

case "voluntary" has its proper meaning—or out of fear for the consequences

of noncompliance, or a combination of botn.

Ideally, the tax rules, the law, the regulations, the forms, etc., should

be clear enough to leave no doubt as to who is to pay how much. There are also

reasons why the tax should be neutral, in the sense of not affecting the economic

behaviour of taxpayers. Modern taxation can, however, given its economic importance,

never be quite neutral, and neutrality could therefore at best be achieved only

in a more limited sense; one way of formulating the neutrality ideal is that a

tax should affect taxpayers' behavior only in the way foreseen and desired by

the legislator. As a matter of fact, the use of tax measures to encourage

desirable activities presupposes some tax planning on the side of the taxpayers;

otherwise the tax incentives would not be effective.

This brings us to consider the concept of tax avoidance. If a taxpayer

adjusts his behavior with a view to reduce his tax burden, this might not

necessarily be bad from the point of view of society; on the contrary, if a

tax incentive is offered in order to promote certain activities, and taxpayers

respond positively to the incentive in order to save tax, this is exactly what

government has intended. Similarl), if a taxpayer consumes domestic products

instead of imported ones in order to avoid customs,""1-or "if he gives up smoking to

avoid tobacco excise, we do not regard this as an avoidance that poses problems,

although, admittedly, some treasuries would be in trouble if all consumers suddenly

turned frugal and reduced the base for import duties and excises.

Grudgingly, since this may not be seen as beneficial to society as a whole,

we also must concede to the taxpayer the right to abstain from income-producing

activities, even if motivated by a wish-to avoid income tax. Except in the rare

cases of tax on potential income, a type of tax usually imposed—if at all—only

on categories of taxpayers difficult to assess on actual income, we do not tell

a taxpayer that he owes tax on income he could have earned by working more, by

making more profitable business transactions, or even by realizing his accrued

capital gains.

We meet with a problem, however, when a taxpayer chooses to arrange his

affairs so as to have the best of both worlds, enjoying his income, his profits

or gains, without paying the tax normally payable under the law. While it is

not avoidance to abstain from making an income in order to escape taxation, it

is tax avoidance when a taxpayer arranges his affairs so as to escape tax while

at the same time suffering no adverse consequences of significance from this

behavior.
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If the law purposely opens a loophole, say, as an incentive, it is not tax

avoidance in the usual, subjective sense,, for a taxpayer to make use of it. If
the loophole opened by the law is unintentional, however, the attitude is not

the same in all countries: in some countries the line taken by the House of Lords
in the famous Duke of Westminster case is still valid, under which each taxpayer is

free to arrange his affairs so as to minimize his .ta*,, as long as the law does not
clearly prevent him from doing so. In other countries and times, different doctrines

have been adopted, such as in the United States the "business purpose" doctrine,

under which tax avoidance is not accepted if the arrangement has no proper business

purpose or its main purpose is to escape tax; or, in Germany, the "wirtschaftliche

Betrachtungsweise" (economic approach), similar to what in British and Commonwealth

discussion is talked about as looking to substance rather than form. One might,
although this is a simplification, venture to say that the more narrow and formalistic

the approach of the courts, the greater is the likelihood that some legislation

is adopted to close the loopholes by prescribing the setting aside of transactions

entered upon for purposes of tax avoidance. The definitional problems are great,

however, and the effectiveness of anti-avoidance legislation is not always what

legislators hope for.

When we talk about fraud and evasion, we enter a different areas. Language is,

however, a bit treacherous, inasmuch as the legal avoidance is translated into

"evasion" in French, whereas the illegal behavior that in English is called
evasion is called "fraude" in French. The French word "fraude", in turn, comprises

also tax fraud that in English is usually seen as synonymous with evasion. A

distinction between fraud and evasion, if any. may be made on the basis of the fact

that tax can be evaded not only by actively defrauding the authorities, say by a

knowingly false tax return, but in some countries also by the abstention from

filing a return at all. Non-filing does not constitute fraud in the usual sense,

but it is still evasion, and in those countries that have no effective registration

of taxpayers, it is normally evaluated as a serious offence.

The borderline between avoidance and evasion is certainly not clear. It

begs the question to state that avoidance is legal and evasion is not. An avoidance

arrangement, if based on sham transactions, is obviously fraudulent and falls

under the evasion category. It is also felt by some experts that the use of a

legal provision against its purpose, although possibly in accordance with the

way the law is written, may constitute an action "in fraudem legisM, i.e. defrauding
the law. In this context, we cannot delve into this kind of fine legal disinctions;

suffice it to note that they exist and pose genuine problems.

II. Why Do Taxpayers Try to Evade Tax?

"Taxpayer psychology" is hardly a generally recognized science, although

considerable efforts have been made to make it one. There has been given a good

deal of thought to the problem of taxpayer compliance, and some aspects of it

should be discussed here.

One simplistic way of looking at the evasion is the assumption that nobody

pays tax voluntarily. Hence, compliance with the tax law is a direct function of

how great the risk is for being caught, and how grave the consequences for the

disclosed offender. The greatest simplification is the assumption that taxpayers

calculate the risk factor, multiply with the tax plus penalty, and compare the

product with the value of the tax evaded, A taxpayer to whom the risk-penalty

product is higher than the amount of tax he may escape, will abstain from evading;

one with the opposite relationship will evade.
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Obviously, taxpayers cannot compute with such precision. Moreover, it is

doubtful that they would do so, even if they could. It is a fact of life that

the ettraction of a lottery gain may cause people to buy lottery tickets with

a probability value lower than their price. Likewise, the scare of an accident

loss is sufficient for people to buy expensive insurance even against risks that

they have sufficient means to carry out of their own pocket. Correspondingly,

tax evaders may take different attitudes to the risk situation, depending on

whether they regard the unpleasantness of having to pay the tax or the unpleasantness

of being disclosed and having to pay tax plus penalty as the consideration most

relevant to them.

Once we come that far, we have already left open the possibility that tax

compliance may be affected not only by the objective level of the tax rate, and

the technical realities of the system of control and penalties, but also by

subjective taxpayer attitudes, individual as well as collective. Obviously,

the unpleasantness of being disclosed as a tax evader will be much more considerable

for.a taxpayer living in a social group that frowns upon tax evaders than for one

whose peers all applaud the cheater. Similarly, a taxpayer who basically accepts

the system, and who feels that his tax burden is just and equitable, will regard

tax payment as less of a burden than one whose attitude is that his share of the

burden is unfair or that the money he pays in tax is thrown away for no good

purpose. Assuming such an interplay between objective and subjective factors,

we can understand how fraud and evasion may well be more prevalent in a country

with relatively low taxes than in another with higher taxes, and that controls

and sanctions deemed necessary in one country may be redundant in another.

Ill Why should Tax Fraud and Evasion be Countered?

In a circle of tax administrators it might seem unnecessary to mention the

question. Of course we all feel that tax frauU and evasion is something that

administrators and citizens in general have to stand up against.

Nevertheless, there are those who argue that avoidance, and implicitly evasion,

may be costless or even beneficial. They may be so, either by stimulating economic

activity that would be choked if taxes were collected at full rates, or by

preserving the money for the private use of taxpayers, who would enjoy their
purchasing power more than they would enjoy those things government would have

spent the money on if it had collected the tax.
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Thoughts of this type cannot be totally dismissed: .the stimulus argument

is reflected in tax incentive programs all over the globe, and the argument

that government may well make unwise use of taxpayers' money is, alas, not

baseless either.

Government expenditure control is, however, more rationally carried out

by well-functioning democratic institutions than by individual taxpayer

initiative, and so is the case with incentive programs. Moreover, if fraud and

evasion are looked at as socially or morally acceptable, the motivating force

of the sanction system will be weakened, At the same time, taxpayers, can be

assumed to show less spontaneous acceptance of a tax system that they feel is

not imposed according to the same rules upon all potential taxpayers, than they

would of a system generally conceived of as equitable. The successful fight against

fraud and evasion implies the realization of Adam Smith's criteria for a good

tax, i.e.,, that it be general and certain.

Having said this, we might, of course, ponder over the "safey valve" theory,

the idea that taxpayers react with claustrophobia and start revolting if all

exit doors are closed around them. The tax law may, indeed, give some justice

to this argument: some leniency in dealing with benefits in kind, some options

in accounting for business profits, or, to take an example from the customs area,

some de minimis rules for tax exempt tourist imports. It is difficult to tell

whether such safety valves are really that necessary; if they are too many, they

may lead to unproductive tax planning and to resentment against real or perceived

inequities. Be that as it may, the safety valve theory must stop at cheating.

Fraud and evasion, if openly tolerated, cannot but have a negative effect on

taxpayer compliance in general.

IV. What Can Be Done Against Fraud and Evasion?

a) Legislation

The objective situation of the taxpayer is described by the rate and

coverage of ':lu tax, an the 'jus hand, the penalties and risk of disclosure on

the other. This leads us to assume two things: one, that the higher the tax,

the greater the propensity to evade; the other, that the higher the tax3 the

more rigorous should be the penalty.

Need for increased revenue, often in combination with egalitarian objectives,

sometimes leads to tax rates too high to be realistic. A taxpayer facing ruin

if he cheats and gets caught, might still cheat if paying the tax is likewise

going to ruin him. The f'isc is better off with a lower tax that is actually paid

than with a high tax that remains on the books while nobody pays it. Regrettably,

bad taxpayer habits are not'necessarily abolished by simply lowering the tax rate;

to find examples of radically improved taxpayer habits, we have to turn to historic

cases of tax systems broken down in a situation of government bankruptcy, with a

new set of taxpayer attitudes coming up, once the economy is off to a new start

with new rules; sometimes revolutions have brought changes, too, whereas independence
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rarely changed anti-tax patterns established when resistance to the colonial tax

system was considered a patriotic duty. In less dramatic situations it is,

regrettably, not likely that taxpayer habits change as a result of rate reductions

alone. Increasing rates may be seen as having a ratchet effect.

Penalties can also be too high to be realistic. If Oraconian penalties are

prescribed for what is generally considered minor offences, the upshot is often

that nobody is penalized. Included in the risk of disclosure that should deter

the taxpayer, is the risk of penalty actually being imposed and, one must add, the

risk of the penalty being effectively collected. In all these respects, it is
more efficient to have reasonable penalties effectively imposed and collected

tfian unreasonable penalties that are never paid.

Realism of sanctions is also required in the face of administrative corruption.

Excessive rates and excessive penalties open the door to illicit payments.

Legislative measures against fraud and evasion include a continuous effort

to keep the law clear and realistic. There is no point in raising claims to tax

that cannot realistically be enforced, nor in demanding from taxpayers information

that they are not able to produce, or the observance of rules they have no capacity

to obey. The point is particularly important in the African context; in many

countries, the tax law is emulating the system of the former colonial power,

originally with the purpose of dealing mainly with a taxpayer population of

expatriates. With independence and with the emergence of a local middle class,

the tax law has to work in a different social context. ;

A case in point is, for instance/ the rule on family allowances. ' Is the tax

law supposed to assume that the nuclear family system prevails among all taxpayers,

or should the assumption, instead, be one of an extended family system that for

many taxpayers makes the counting of dependants for tax purposes virtually

meaningless? Another case is the treatment of small business,., agricultural

enterprises, and the like. Rules based on the assumption that all taxpayers should

and could have complete accounts may be unrealistic; alternatives such as standard

assessments or forfa:.-- are often necessary. They m;:y, however, if applied to

taxpayers who do not need them, open the door to abuses.

Legislative measures to. control fraud and evasion cover a broad spectrum, from

provisions for taxpayer identification and registration, over rules for assessment

and audit, to rules for the collection of tax from recalcitrant taxpayers. In

addition to these rules that should all have the purpose of increasing the risk

for evading taxpayers to get caught, there are the penalties mentioned earlier.

A general reflection on procedural rules is that they have to be evaluated from

the perspective not only of the tax administration, but of the; taxpayers as well.

A completely watertight system for the witholdin.e; of tax on all kinds of payments

and the filing of information returns, copies of invoices, etc., might look fine
but could choke the administration with a deluge of paper, while at the,same time
causing excessive compliance costs and bad will among the public. For the.law

makers the objective must be to strike a proper balance between control measures

that serve a reasonable purpose and those that are more of a nuisance. Often the
solution is a poweT, spelled out in the law, to demand information, inspect books,
etc. Such power could be used sparingly but in a sufficient number of cases to let

the taxpayers feel that they run a considerable risk, if they have anything to hide
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Finally, it can well be assumed that a functioning appeals system has a role
to play in fighting fraud and evasion. A taxpayer who does not trust that his
disagreement with the tax authority can be settled objectively by an appeals
commission or by a court, will be recalcitrant and tend to take the law in his
own hands by cheating. A tax official who knows that his work will for all
practical purposes be final, might possibly abuse this power, but £*JPS »°"
often his reaction will be the opposite: he may want to be sure that if he errs,
he does it on the low side, in order not to deprive the taxpayer of his right.

The appeals system has two functions: one, to bring about^an equitable result
in each individual case; the other, to clarify obscure issues in the_law. Appeals
should be dealt with in an objective and expeditious manner. It is in the nature
of things that appeals will,nevertheless, take some time. The law should not allow
taxpayers to make use of appeals to postpone tax payments; tax assessed should
be collected, regardless of appeals, with the possible exception only for cases
in which there is genuine doubt and an enforcement of the assessment would cause
irreparable damage. On the other hand, payment of tax should not be a condition
for appeals to be heard; if a taxpayer is penniless, there is all the more reason

for a wrongful assessment to be quashed.

b. Administration

The main role in the struggle against fraud and evasion must be played
by the tax administration. TTie role is not a simple one. The tax administration
may look at every taxpayer with suspicion and deal with him accordingly, according
to the pattern of the old police chief, who divided his city's population in two
parts, those he had already arrested and those he had not yet arrested. Such an
attitude can easily become a self-realizing prediction, the attitude provoking
resistance on the side of the taxpayer. Silk-glove treatment for everybody is
not the right method either. The right middle is a positive, service-minded
attitude to the public-including measures such as provision for answering tax
payers' questions, accommodation of those who have errands to the tax pttice
without undue waiting times and travel time involved, accommodation of payments
in different convenient forms, etc. - combined with firmness in dealing with
those who show unwillingness to comply. A suspicious attitude may be wellfounded
and useful, but it should not be openly brought to play against the taxpayer

until there is some evidence that he cannot be trusted.

The other general point worth stressing is the concentration of administrative
work on essential activities. Sometimes this is misunderstood as advice to go
after big taxpayers only: in one African country one talks about the fiscal
martyrs", enterprises that are audited year after year because it is assumed
that just because of their size they will always allow for some adjustment that
makes the audit pay. Certainly, the tax administration should not shy away from
dealing with the larger taxpayers, or auditing them with higher frequency than
others, but auditing must be a real risk for everybody, or else, those out of the

risk zone will tend to cheat.
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The concentration on essentials is something else. It may, for instance,

mean that time-consuming routines are simplified in order to save time for more

productive duties. It may imply the substitution of forms for letters, the scrapping

of unnecessary lists and registers, the streamlining of minutes and reports, etc.

Also, it r.yjy imply that a tax auditor, rather than pushing some small adjustments in

order to gee romething to show out of his work on a basically compliant taxpayer's

accouiits,Tnstr.LCi:s himself to a blank report with, perhaps, some friendly advice to

the taxpayer, in order to get on to the next, more remunerative case. Many tax

administrators spend so much time on routine paperwork that they seem to have no

time left for the essential task of going after the reluctant taxpayers and collect

what is dueo

Concentration on essentials also means to catch on quickly, when a taxpayer

is beginning to slip. Arrears are more difficult to collect, the elder they get;

in some countries, delinquent interest is too low to compensate for the fall in

the value of the money, and taxpayers stand to gain, the fisc to lose, as a result

of the delay in payment. Some taxpayers with international connections may avoid

payment altogether by moving their assets out of the country before the tax collector

comes,

Tax clearance certificates are seen by some as a wonder-cure against such

ij[d other '.juse.s. The certificates in themselves are, however, not the solution

to the problem of non-compliance. For one thing, fraudulent taxpayers have no

inhibition when it comes to acquiring a certificate by illicit means; hence the

need for rwticulous control of the forms and the data bassis on which they are

issued,. Second, the certificate has little value if it has to be issued on the

basis of information from the taxpayer himself, without checking on his files in

the tax office. In order to make such a check possible, there must be a

functioning register of taxpayers, up-to-date information on fillings and payments,

and a proper system for filing information returns and other material for cross

checking. If the taxpayer's file cannot be found quickly, is incomplete, or is
not carried up to date,, the certificate procedure loses much of its meaning. To

be relevart, "cue certificate must be built on up-to-date information; if such
information cannot be produced without a long delay, the requirement for a

taxpayer to produce a tax clearance certificate for every property transaction,

import transaction, trip abroad, public bidding, and the like, will end up as a

hardship that will only reduce the popularity of the system and hence taxpayers1

acceptance of it*
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Collaboration between assessors and collectors is a dirty word in many
countries, where the separation of these two functions is part -of the tax
theology. While for the purpose of preventing abusive practices and_facilitating

internal controls, a separation in person between the two functions is all for
the good, a collaboration is nevertheless indicated, at least in the form of an
exchange of information. The collector will do a better job if he has access to
information from the taxpayer's file about activities, connections with other
firms, etc. The assessor, in turn, should know.if his assessments turn out to

be uncollectable. . .

If several taxes are paid by the same taxpayer, it is desirable to coordinate
the audit procedures with respect to all of them. If that cannot be done, the
second-best is an exchange of information between the administrative units dealing
with the different taxes. It would be hurtful to the prestige of the tax
authorities, if one of them, say, for the purpose of turnover tax on VAT, assumed
one turnover figure, with another authority, assessing income, assuming a different
figure. Likewise, collaboration with the wage and salary withholding tax unit

may provide useful cross-checks for the unit dealing with income tax on business.

A taxpayer successfully shrinking the revenue side of his business may be

unwilling or unable to make a corresponding reduction on the expenditure side.
This offers a valuable tool to identify fraud cases on the basis of unrealistic
gross profit rations. Also, cross-checks against imports, wage withholding tax

lists, and the like, may disclose unreported costs. •

Collaboration with customs in identifying artificial transfer prices can be

fruitful, particularly against taxpayers audacious enough to use one low set of
prices for customs and a higher one for income tax, but equally against those who

try overpricing, even at the expense of higher customs duties, in order to
circumvent foreign exchange regulations. Miile customs and foreign exchange
control authorities are certainly not always successful in pinpointing such abuses,

they are usually better equipped for the job than the income tax authorities are.

Internal audit is not only a necessary control of officials, it is also
a means of getting at fraudulent taxpayers. The disclosure of ccrruptive practices

should lead to action both against the active and the passive participants. The
former will normally have made the illicit payments in order to make the official
look away from fraud and evasion; the penalty should be extended both to the
fraud and to the corruptive practices used to cover it up.

The computerization of assessment and collection is seen by many as the
panacea against all kinds of evasion. Certainly, a well-adapted computerized
procedure can be extremely efficient. The computer, if duly secured, can prevent

the disappearance of taxpayer files, can signal delinquencies automatically, and
be programmed to give instant information of the type needed for the issuance, say,

of a tax clearance certificate. Moreover, with proper programming, tho
computerization can make it very difficult to-get into a taxpayer's file and make
illicit adjustments. However, one has to note, first of all that the output ot
a computerized system is never more reliable than the information fed into it;
second, that a computer system really efficient in preventing illicit practices

will have its enemies. Cases are known where sophisticated computer systems have
been closed down for long periods as a result of what seems suspiciously like

internal sabotage.
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c. Taxpayer education

In order to establish more positive taxpayer attitudes to the tax

system, and a more negative attitude towards fraud and evasion, taxpayer education

is an important tool. There has to be something worth educating the taxpayer

about, though. No education in the world can make a taxpayer happy to pay his

tax, if to his knowledge his tax money is squandered, or if he perceives the tax

to be inequitably levied. The ideal taxpayer attitude was expressed by the.

American judge Justice Holmes, who said: "I like paying tax. When I pay tax,

I buy civilization". To produce such an attitude, the proper use of tax revnue

is essential.

Therefore, taxpayer education might well have to begin with education

on the inner front, of those responsible for budget planning, budget implementation,

and expenditure control. Taxpayer education in the most negative sense comes

out of public squandering. Much is gained if the taxpayer can be offered ,

satisfactory is well as truthful information on where his money goes.

To disseminate taxpayer information, all media are needed. The language

has to be adapted to the group of taxpayers addressed. Much is sinned against

this by using difficult legalese not only in texts aimed for, and needed by, a

narrow circle of specialists, but in forms and instructions to the taxpayer in

the street. Information may have to be produced in local vernaculars, even if

the central administration officially works in English or in French. Schools

should teach some rudimentary public finance including some basics on taxation,

as part of the social studies. Similarly, any civic education offered to those

going through military or other compulsory service should contain some tax element.

It is sometimes questioned whether fraud and evasion could be fought more

effectively, if taxpayers' returns or assessments were made available to the public.

Certainly, experience in countries publishing the lists gives evidence to the fact

that such publication could tempt taxpayers to overestimate their income in order

to gain social reputation. On the other hand, with higher taxes, the use of such

public relations measures .might be too expensive to be attractive to the taxpayers.

Also, the publication of taxpayer lists may lead to misunderstandings in those

cases where the totally legitimate use of means to postpone or avoid tax payment

results in a particularly low assessment of a normally well-to-do taxpayer. Trusting

the public to sound the alarm on discrepancies between a taxpayer's general

consumption standards and his declared income, is not realistic.

What could and should be publicized are penalties against fraudulent

taxpayers. Some prison sentences against fraudulent taxpayers in the higher

strata of the population may not only have an educational value with respect to

their peers; it may also increase the sympathy for the system among those who

feel that it has its heavy end downward. Care must be taken, however, to see to

it that the cases are, indeed, tax cases, and not just a pretext for harassing

persons not popular with those in power.
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d• International cooperation

A good deal of the fraud and evasion we are dealing with, has
international implications. The use of tax haven entities to conceal profits,
unrealistic transfer pricing in dealing with affiliated firms abroad, foreign
sham tranactions to launder undeclared profits, etcej all these are operations

that make international collaboration highly desirable. Certainly, no small . _
country tax administration can undertake on its own as audit of a large international
group. Therefore, assessment of the profits chat a subsidiary or a permanent
establishment of such a group.has realized in another country than that in which
the enterprise or the parent corporation of the group is domiciled, has to be
attempted on the basis of what are, in this sense, incomplete accounts._ The remedy
has been seen in an increased use of international exchange of information between

tax authorities. . .

How useful such exchange of information can be is not quite clear. Some
countries are generously offering spontaneous information on incomes accrued to
foreign residents, provided that there is a treaty that foresees such exchange
of information. Other countries are ready to exchange information on request only.
The problem is not seldom one of incongruence: one treaty country may have ample
resources for the provision of aU kinds of information, the other may have such
a rudimentary tax administration as to make it virtually impossible to reciprocate.

So far, international exchange of information is the main remedy we have with

respect to international fraud and evasion.

In the international context, mention should, perhaps, also be made of
internationally based activities to upgrade tax administration and policy in
member countries. In this regard, high hopes are attached to the activities
of AATA, and remarkable results have been gained from the work of CIAT and SGATAR.
The technical assistance program offered by the IMF is also an element in this
common effort to pool experience and find better solutions to common problems.

V, What If We Fail?

There will, never b- a full success; fraud and evasion will always be with
us. Failure is relative, and yet noticeable. If governments cannot collect the
revenue needed in one form, the tax will be collected in a different form. One
such form is by inflationary deficit financing. The "inflation tax" will be
paid, not only by those having their savings in monetary assets. It will also
be paid by..those.who are crowded out from the credit market, and by those who
find their activities curtailed or their employment jeopardized by foreign exchange

shortages induced by the unbalanced government finances.

Or.there may be other taxes used as alternatives to the failing taxes on

income and wealth. Taxes on consumption and on foreign trade may function better.
Traditionally, they play a greater role in developing countries. The reasons for
this have largely to do with the difficulties in administering broad-based income
taxes in countries with widespread poverty or with a large share of the population

still (or againt) in the subsistence economy The problem is, however, that

financing a growing public sector by such taxes alone makes for undesirable

distribution effects,
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TAX FRAUD AND EVASION IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES:

SOME ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION

(by ECA SECRETARIAT)

Introduction

1. Ever since man organized himself into community living, he has been expected
to conform fully with the established mores of his community and to contribute,
in some determinite way, towards the privilege of being an accepted member of ;
the group. Thus he fought in wars involving his group, he paid homage to the
leadership of the clan and participated in all other activities initiated for '
the benefit of the whole community. Deviation from total compliance was punishable

by ostracism and social redicule or even by death.

2. Things have changed very much since then. While the smaller immediate
communities continue to exercise some behavioural control over their members,
societies are now organised at the State level under the overall authority of
a central government. At the national level, every individual is left alone

to provide himself, in accordance with existing laws, with his immediate and
personal needs and the government has taken over the responsibility of providing
goods and services for the general improvement of life and enjoyment by the
whole citizenry. It must, therefore, provide education, health services, defence
against foreign attack, security of property, the maintenance of law and order,
transport and communications facilities, etc. The requisite financial resources
for the provision of these social and economic overheads are marshalled, principally,

through taxation. v

3. What do we mean by tax? Roughly defined, tax is a statutory levy or charge

imposed by the State on all liable persons resident or deemed to be resident
therein, payable in monetary form for which payment the State need not offer
direct compensatory goods or services to the payer or render to him an account
of how the tax so paid would be utilised. Being a statutarily imposed levy, it is

not a donation or contribution or gift to the State for non-compliance through
non-payment of the tax results in civil or criminal sanctions.

4. Taxes should be distinguished from user charges which directly entitle tjie
payer to a right of use of some public facility or service. Examples are motor,

vehicle road licences which entitle the vehicle owner to use his vehicle on public
roads, and postage stamps entitling the purchaser to the timely transmission of his

mail.

5. No person wants to pay tax - be it the Member of Parliament who passed
the tax law, the taxman who implements that law or any other liable person. Recent
history is full of many high-ranking politicians who have fallen into disgrace
on discovery of their tax malpractices; tax case law abounds with penalty ;
dicisions against fraudulent taxpayers; and thousands more busk in affluence on
incomes they have hidden from the tax authorities.
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6. Tax fraud and evasion ar-- net restri ;t 3d ro Africa or the developing

world alone; they are a world-wide experience. The fact that these practices

continue to exist in spite of the severe counter-measures instituted by some

of the advanced countries underscores the premise "that uh&n it comes to taxation
man is inherently reluctant to part with what he considers to be a reasonable

proportion of the-fruits of his labour - be-that labour physical or mental,

7. To avoid any possibility of confusion or misunderstanding,, let us examine,
in the context of taxation, the terms "fraud" and "evasion" as contrasted with

the term "avoidance1* which also appears very frequently in literature on taxation.

The Concise Cxfe?>i Dictionary (7th edition) defines "fraud" as criminal deception,

use of false representation to gain unjust advantage, dishonest artifice or
trick. Fraud thus embraces all premeditated acts entered into with the full

knowledge of their illegality. It implies a deliberate flouting of the course

of justice for the purpose of gaining personal advantage,

8. ^ "Evasion" is defined as escaping from, avoiding doing (duty etc} defsating

the intention of the law, etc while complying with its letter, prevaricating
excuse. Simply put, it implies a superficial compliance with set laws, rules-

and regulations when, in fact, this compliance is■ only partial,

9. "Avoidance" means keeping away- or refraining from something or doing
something. It involves the legitimate exploitation of the loopholes or weaknesses

in a law/rule, or regulation to gain just advantage for oneself. Tax avcxdar.ee
is perfectly legal since it is exercised in full compliance.with the expressed
law, rule or regulation and can on-ly be arrested through an amendment of the
existing legislation.

Causes of tax fraud and evasion

10. There are as many causes for tax fraud and evasion as there are antitu^s

to a particular tax or to the whole tax structure of a country,"■ These'ktti^uflss
are mai.ily rootod in the social, cultural, economic ?id political history o? sr';~
up of the particular society,

11. Even though governments are under no obligation to give an account of
how each tax paid is to be applied, taxpayers expect to see some evidence of hoi-

that tax is used in the form of social and economic i'acilitatius. They slioulrl
see that all taxes in the aggregate are properly accounted for, that.nhey art
equitably charged and collected and that all pilferages and misappropriation*
are adequately punishod without fear or favour,

re

12. ^ We will now outline in more detail some of the causes of tax f-i
evasion and suggest what counter-measures may be instituted to control

T.a
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(a) Lack of inter-agency liaison

13. Every financial transaction has a direct or indirect impact on government

revenues. In the case of fraudulent transactions, the effect is to deplete such
revenues or to restrict their growth to levels below what they otherwise would have

been. All governments are aware of this and have set up specialist agencies or

departments for the collection of revenue, accounting for it, auditing all financial
transactions and monitoring all local and international dealings.

14. The absence of liaison among interelated agencies provides an attractive
opportunity for defrauders to cheat one agency with confidence that a sister agency
to which the same act has direct relevance to its work and would be treated as
fraud, would be unable to act as the sister agency would remain ignorant of the

act.

15. It is, therefore, important that, in order to combat, effectvely against tax
fraud and evasion, all agencies charged with the assessment and collection of tax

revenues, monitoring international transactions and agencies of a similar nature
should work closely together for the exchange of information. It is quite clear
that a customs case involving smuggling-in of merchandise goods by a trader has^
income tax implications as does the case of a conversion of a large bank draft into
cash by a person who has no bank account. Similarly, the foreign businessman who

arrives penniless but lives luxuriously leaving the bills for settlement by his
local counterpart may have exchange control implications. In this case, it is very
likely that the equivalent amount would be deposited by the visiting businessman

in his local counterpart's external account.

(b) Rates of tax

16. The tax rate structure of a country may force taxpayers into fraudulent and
evasive acts if that is the only way to m&ntain themselves or protect their

businesses from bankruptcy.

17. Taxpayer attitudes to taxes depend, among other things, on the proportion
of their incomes which must be surrendered to the State as tax. The rate structure

determines that proportion. In setting tax rates, it should always be borne in
mind that preoccupation with the maximization of public savings through a high
tax rate structure may be of short-term benefit to the State for soon businesses
will run short of surpluses needed for expansionary reinvestment while salaried
employees must, in order to maintain their living standards, draw upon their savings
or engage in extra-employment income earning activities the income from which is

hidden from the tax authorities.

18. It is, therefore, important that any exercise aimed at establishing optimum
rates of tax must strive to strike a balance between the maximization of government
revenues while at the same time it does not impair incentives to work, invest

and innovate or encourage fraud and evasion.
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10. High rates of tax may, however, be advocated if the government wishes to

discourage spending on luxury items or or; non-productive investments. Short of

adopting a schedular tax structure, government may apply the normal global rates
plus a fixed sum or percentage of the tax on the activities it decides to
discourage.

(c) Ignorance on the part of taxpayers

20. It is a known saying that ignorance of the law is no defence against

prosecution. Yet, many an offence is committed through ignorance of the relevant

law particularly by those among our populations who have had little or no schooling
and live in villages away from the cities. It is also a fact that success in

business or accumulation of wealth knows no educational qualifications. Ignorance

prevents people from taking advantage of available opportunities. Conversely,
ignorance about established prohibitions makes people do certain things they are

required not to do. Dissemination of knowledge through the mass media can help
correct this situation in all matters including taxation.

21. Since the attainment of political independence, most African governments

have been striving to establish a climate whereby ordinary people can, through
self-application, improve their standard of life through increased participation

in various economic activities in all geographical areas. Although the process

has been slower than desired, there is evidence that some people, albeit few,

have benefitted from these initiatives particularly in the agricultural sector.

Through smallholder farming in cash crops like cotton, coffee, tea, tobacco and

sugar cane, ordinary people have increased their income to levels that they would
not otherwise have attained.

22. Most of these rural people zan neither read nor v/rite, much less be expected

to understand their obligation to pay the appropriate tax commensurate with their
rising incomes. They, therefore, continue to pay the little tax, if any at all,
which they used to pay in their previously poor times. This is particularly so

where there is no widespread tax withholding system established.

23. The taxing agency can get the cooperation of these "innocent" defrauders

through intensive tax education and, perhaps, the introduction of tax withholding
provisions in its legislation. Furthermore, us potential taxpayers, children

in primary and secondary schools should be introduced to taxation and its functions
in society as well as to the disadvantages of tax fraud and evasion.

(d) Strength of the tax administration

24. Of all the statutes on the law books of any country, tax laws are accepted as
being the most difficult to understand ami to administer. A weak tax administration
provides an opportunity to those bent on defrauding the government to do so with

little or no fear of discovery, let alone apprehension. This being the case, the
tax administration must, therefore, be of such quality and size that it can not only
cope with the routine assessment and collection in straight-forward cases, but it
should also be capable enough to identify, delve into and unravel complicated cases
that are suggestive of fraudulent and evasive activities. This will greatly depend
on the training and work conditions of the tax administrators.
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25. Having established the minimum qualifications for entry into the various
grades of the department and having put the new recruits through the requisite
initial training for such grades, their quality can be improved through constant

training in order to keep them abreast of the latest developments in taxation law

and practice and in accounting.

26. It should always be remembered that tax officers' duties are principally

the determination of tax liabilities. If their working conditions are not conducive

to the maintenance of high standards of integrity, they may succumb to bribery. They
should thus be adequately recompensed through attractive remunerations, the provision

of necessary working facilities and other incentives.

27. The organisation of the department should also be such that bottlenecks in the
flow of work are reduced to a minimum, if not eliminated at all. It could also

assist in the reduction of collaborative fraud and evasion between taxpayers and
tax officials if work allocations were altered every one or two fiscal periods. This
would not only eliminate taxpayer/tax official familiarity which develops when tax

officials deal with the same taxpayers year after year, but the changes would also

facilitate inter-officer checking of one another's work and practices.

28. Above all, there should be established a departmental code of conduct binding

every official to a certain behavioural pattern in the performance of his duties

and stipulating what penalties would be imposed in the event of deviation.

(a) Weaknesses in tax laws

29. Effective laws are those that seek to regulate the specific behaviour of those
they are addressed to in the light of existing circumstances. However, as

behavioural patterns and ways of doing things change with the fluxion of time,
and in the light of new social, economic and political developments> some laws
become ineffective, irrelevant and even obsolete. Tax laws are no exception to

this rule.

30. A tax law is weak if for instances it does not provide for a charge on overdue
accounts or, if it does, the charge rrte is lov/er than that applicable to bank
deposit accounts because it benefits a taxpayer to defer payment of tax until the
tax money has earned him some bank interest. Similarity, where the penalty ,or

fraud is fixed and is not related tc the amount of tax defrauded, tax compliance is

necessarily limited mainly to the small taxpayers while big ones find it cheaper

to suffer the penalty than pay the tax.

31. It will, therefore, be seen that tax laws that were effective enough in
combating tax fraud am: evasion during earlier tiir.es when incomes were low
may no longer have the same prohibitive effect especially if such legal provisions

stipulated fixed penalty amounts as opposed to a percentage of the tax lost.
Constant reviews of such penalty provisions should, therefore, be carried out
in order to maintain their effect. In essence, tax fraud and evasion shoud be

made as expensive, if no^ more so, as ever.
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32. Furthermore, as taxpayers become more knowledgeable in the tax laws of their
country., they try, and legitimately so, to avoid tax through capitalization on

any loopholes that may exist in the law. They may do this on their own or with

the assistance of their tax advisors. As more of such cases of avoidance come
to the surface, efforts should be made to plug the loopholes.

33. It should be mentioned here that the effectiveness of any law depends

on those that administer it and how they do sc. It should, therefore, be an

established principle and practice that the law should be applied consistently
and without malice, fear or favour.

(f) Taxpayer rolls and the collection of information

34. Taxpayer rolls provide readily accessible information on who should be taxed,
how, why and on what. While it is normally a legal requirement that all trade

activities be reported to the tax department, there is a considerable number of

traders who, for a variety of reasons, do not do so and their incomes thus remain
untaxed.

35. Basically, taxpayers' rolls are registers of the names and addresses of all

taxpayers together with information on the nature of their taxable activities. These

rolls are compiled from information from the taxpayers themselves or their

representatives, from institutions and organizations which are, under law, required

to submit such information or directly by the department through its own sources.

36. It is on the basis of these rolls that taxpayers' files are opened and
assessments issued. Obviously, as the years pass, some of the rolied taxpayers

die physically or legally while new ones must be rolled.. It thus goes without

saying that unless the rolls are conscientiously up-dated to reflect the correct
position at any point in time, the tax department will waste valuable time

trying to assess dead taxpayers and also lose considerable revenue by not

assessing existing new taxpayers since, unless these are rolled, they would remain
unknown and, therefore, untaxed and thus encourage tax evasion.

37. The establishment of a strong information network is a sine qua non for

effective identification of actual and potential fraud and evasion cases. In the
case of income taxpayers, for instance, it may be necessary to have provisions

within the law that require prompt notification of the tax department by banks in
cases of interest credited to accounts, deposits of a certain minimum made, letters

of credit opened, drafts submitted for encashment etc. Furthermore, information
should be submitted by licencing authorities regarding licences issued. Building
contractors, schools, hospitals, prisons, supermarkets, sawmills, etc, should

also provide information on suppliers of timber, foodstuffs, uniforms, logs etc.
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made from their members.

fcO Income from illegal transactions

;:
the law courts.

40 The fact that the law of the land requires that such trades should not exist

L S nneneratrofSLT.S taxingla^nf^=|ind »
?he legality ^illegality of such trades, it follows that non-parent of tax
on incomes from such trades is tantamount to tax fraud.

41 There are many trades which are prohibited by law. The cultivation, processing

great tellt StSn a very short time. This is of course an extreme example,
but there are many cases that come to one's mxnd.

must get its tax.

4V,Th. argument here is not that such trades should

impression mat sinte ci« ^*— — r -

administrations as being non-existent and not forming a tax base.

(h) The independent trades

44. It i. .enerany accepted that independent traders constitute^ ^^^
m*. 11 A3 g^,^*"*-^ r _ - n*rivina at their true tax liaDiiitA"

most difficult groups of t«q.aye^in ^f^p consists of sole traders, artisans,
and also in terms of tax comp - i^nals in private practice. Tax'evasion1and

avoidance are common among this group.
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45 Since they are not limited companies, they are usually under no leeal
obligation to engage the services of professionally qualified accountants to
maintain and audit their account books. Most of them are illiterate and

therefore, keep no accounts at all. For those that do, they rely on the services
or incompetent bookkeepers whose work leaves much to be desired in terms of
accuracy and reliability. Furthermore, payment for their goods and services is
mainly m cash, some of which never finds its way into the account books.

!n;,^^ ?Uty °r intensive investigations into their financial affairs
would perhaps reveal, to a great extent, the levels of their income. In most crses
certainly with lawyers and doctors, their rising incomes are reflected over a " '
period of time, by their consumption habits and assessments on "net worth" basis
could bring their tax contributions closer to their true liabilities. For the
smaller business concerns, the use of presumptive or estimated assessment methods
may be employed with positive revenue results.

(i) Multinational corporations

47. These are corporations, usually incorporated and with their head offices in
snhJ^wieV E? countries, and operating in other countries through branches,
subsidiaries or affiliates. Much literature exists which tends to show that
multinational corporations indulge in many practices and adopt policies which

the !h" ?h 5T ant 6VaSi0n and may thuS be detrimental to the economies of
the countries that host their branches, subsidiaries or affiliates. These

tL^P C°mpany WhlCh imp°rtS and blends «•■ for i»t«w»f may set up a
the aualitvCnfPtahy lU an1African country t0 grow and process tea.. Granted that
the quality 0^ the tea plays a part in the determination of its price, these

oricefth^T heK I6'1 ,the tGa t0 "their buyerS?1 " ^ «"> Pa«"t company - at
profits reali^hl hW ^ °V?n"Orld "***** P>*=«- * substantial portion of the
Suc' >o It Y subsidiary company on the intial sales of unblended tea

: r *?*** ""V? ?™P°*y "hich, by virtue of its jurisdictional location.
pays the tax theron to its home government.

industrX. particularly during the early stages of ore evaluation
c°™ement of mining operations, it has been known that prospecting
TW abTd literallX hundreds of tons of mineral ores fo? S

f e aSSayS reVeal the ^istence of other valuable minerals
^^^5 ^^^ d™'> ^ Sti11 ^ ton,

le^2m ^ inferred from these massive "soil exports- that the ores must
the know?L^n^C°ntent ^ thG COmpany haS' in Practice, started mining without
let alone™^ ^^^t hosting the mining company as no prudent businsssman,
wnrthf^! atC0Bpmy; WOuld s<*uander scarce resources on the shipment of tons of
the «•£ I W°Uid bC ChSaper f°r the aSsayin^ «iuip»eit to be brought to
the site of operations and to send, periodically, samples for confirmation abroad.
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51.

—*

as well as a reduction o£ taxable profits.

S3. The en^ent of expatriate staf on sKort-ter, con.ac^is y£ co^on

to be members of their group, pension schemes.

rights at home

revenue

concerned to take a strong stand in the matter
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58. It is not possible to prescribe uniform solutions for all African countries,
but it may be worthwhile to consider a few possible options.

59.■ Where the subsidiary company sells its agricultural produce to its parent or related
company, the taxable profits of the 80tting cornpany ^ be basod on tho higher of.

' (i) the average world market price for the commodity
durinp the fiscal year concerned; and

(ii) the actual selling price. - .

60. In mining, African countries that are having their first experiences should
make it a point to learn from the experiences and practices of those countries
with long experience with mining companies in order to guard themselves against
possible losses in revenue.

61. As far as expatriate contract employment is concerned, perhaps the payment of
gratuities, free of tax, should be discontinued. The branches and subsidiaries ;'
should be allowed to pay high enough salaries to their expatriate employees and
that such salaries should be fully liable to tax.

62. Where the employee is paid a local salary, usually called a "living allowance"
or just "allowance", and the rest of the salary is paid abroad, both the allowance
and the foreign salary should be subjected to local taxation since it is the
services performed in the local situation that have earned both the allowance
and the salary.

63. Most important of all, tax treaties providing for> among other things, the
exchange of information, should be negotiated and, where they already exist
renegotiated to reflect a quid-pro-quo position which is fair to both parties.

' (J) Absence of tax withholding systems

64. Casual reference has already been made to the importance of introducing a
wide coverage system of tax withholding at source, the absence of which, may give
rise to tax evasion or avoidance. Because of the problems of obtaining complete

taxpayer information frorc which most African tax administrations suffer, many
individuals or groups of individuals are able to carry on lucrative trades without
the Knowledge of the tax office - the "casual profits" situation. Similarly, where
commodities are sold by many people through few but recognised organizations,
tobacco and livestock auction houses, for instance, it may be difficult, if not
impossible, to collect the tax before the receipts are spent.

65. In situations like these, tax withholding at source becomes a very convenient
method of collecting tax that might otherwise have been totally lost If it is
deemed acceptable, those persons whose accounts are maintained and/or audited
by reputable firms of accountants - and, therefore, have files in the tax department -
may be exempted from the tax withholding requirement. It may, however, be necessary,
during the first few years after introducing the system, to make no exemptions at
all-as their inclusion would facilitate the up-dating of the official tax payers' rolls
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66. The amount of tax which must be withhold should, if feasible, be determined
by the tax office. It should, however, be calculated as a percentage of gross sales.
The purchasing organization should then make periodic, say quarterly remittances to

the tax office and that at the end of the fiscal period the full names and postal
addresses of all those from whom the tax represented by the remittances was withheld

as well as the amount withheld from each such person should be submitted.

67. As far as the taxpayer himself is concerned, it should be made absolutely
clear to him that the amount withheld from his sales is a deposit against his
tax liability for the year. Unless he submits returns and accounts for the fiscal
period in question.his deposit would be forfeited. Otherwise the whole deposit or
part thereof may be refunded if the circumstances, after assessment, demand that

it be so.

68. If the taxpayer consistently does not submit his returns and accounts for,
say three consecutive years, then higher estimated assessments should be raised
on him either for the three years concerned or from the fourth year onwards, or
both, until he submits his returns and accounts. It should, however, be left to
the facts of each case to determine what action should be taken.

k) Publicity of prosecuted cases

69 It is a religiously followed practice in tax administration that the affairs
of taxpayers - be such affairs official or private - should be dealt with in strict
confidence and may only be devulged in court evidence if, by doing so, it would
prove the existence of liability to tax. This requirement for confidentiality in
tax matters is further extended by the legal stipulation that tax court hearings be

conducted in camera.

70. The protection extended to taxpayers by these provisions is certainly necessary
since it enables them to be free with the tax department in providing information,
which they believe may be of tax benefit to them, without fear t at such information

would reach malicious hands.

71 Unfortunately, because the community at large is unaware of any prosecutions of
tax offences, it may assume that the tax department is blina to fiscal frauds.
Consequently, some businessmen may enter into tax malpractices without fear ot the

possibility of prosecution.

72. There should, perhaps, be some exceptions to this rule; and some African countries
do exercise exceptions. It is, therefore, submitted that this protection should be
given to deserving taxpayers, that is, those taxpayers who fully comply with the law.
While financial and other forms of punishment should consistently be meted out to all
fraudulent taxpayers; the tax department should also be allowed to Publicize some
selected cases through the mass media-but only after covictxon through the courts The
public exposures of such tax malpractices would not only force other yet undetected
but active defrauders to mend their ways, but they would also act "lessons to all
taxpayers against fraud and evasion. It is further submitted that where a taxpayer
is convicted for fraudulent practices and it can be provea that such practices were
entered into with the full knowledge and/or assistance of the taxpayer's advisers,

the said advisers should also be penalised.
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(i) Political interference

73. Traditionally, African societies respect the elderly and those occupying

positions of power and authority. Political leaders fall in this group. Some

of these political leaders, fortunately or unfortunately may interfere with the

operations of the Civil Service in areas where they have no competence. Fortunately

because, as spokesmen of their constitutents, they are expected to voice the complaints

of the latter against certain government administrative procedures, and unfortunately

because this interference may be initiated for their own political or personal

benefit regardless of the letter of the law.

74. The extent of political interference with the Civil Service varies from country

to country but may include the forced recruitment of political, but unqualified,

cronies. As far as the tax department is concerned, it may take the form of demanding

the reduction of a politician's own tax assessment vr those of his political allies
even though the facts clearly dictate otherwise.

75. Where political interference demands a departure from the just admininstration

of the taxation law concerned, it is advisable that the tax department should take

a firm stand against it but in the most civil manner as expected of the Civil

Service. It is also preferable that such a stand be expressed through the established

government channels of communication. It should be made clear to those concerned

that the tax department is charged with the administration of the relevant tax

legislation, as handed down to it, without malice, fear or favour; that is to say,

the department would do nothing more and nothing less than the law required. If,

indeed, practice in tax matters is to change to accommodate these demands, then>

by all means, let it change but only after the appropriate legislation has been
passed enacting such a change.

76. Political systems and organisations, and the attitude of the political ear to

the voice of difference differ from one country to another and reactions to the

suggested stand may vary from commendation to banishment. It is, nevertheless, the

experience of some African countries that the politicians concerned never raise the

issue again either in the tax department or in the legislative chamber. If anything

at all, the integrity and steadfastness of the department's adherence to legal

requirements are booste.d.

(m) Fiscal incentive schemes —

77. The intense desire to accelerate economic development through the enticement of

foreign capital has resulted, in many African countries, in the introduction of

legislations primarily addressed to foreign investors. These legislations give

listings of the qualifying activities, that is, the identification of the activities

in which investments must be made, the fiscal incentives attached thereto and some

guarantees against nationalization or expropriation.

1/ More discussions on this topic will be found in the seminar report on
"Fiscal Incentives-Tax Policy as an Instrument ox Economic Development" which was

held in Berlin (West) from 12 to 23 July 1983 and sponsored by the German Foundation

for International Development in cooperation with tlie Economic Commission for Africa.
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business capital items

of fiscal fraud and/or evasion.

may be formed to take over the assets of the old one

taxation of their employees' personal remunerations.

fiV Only oualifying imports should be allowed into the country on a
M du^v-free basis and the rest should suffer duty in the normal way If

The company should provide details of its pricing, employment and
ISS Policies which should strictly be adhered-to throughout
the tax holiday period;

the remainder, if any, of the tax holiday period.
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If the exempt company winds up voluntarily during the tax holiday
for dubious reasons the exemptions should be withdrawn from the date
of incorporation and all taxes due since then should become payable.
Furthermore, if it winds up, say, three years after the expiry of a.
ten-year tax holiday period, it should, depending on the facts leading
to its dissolution, be required tr pay either the whole or a proportion
of any taxes that would have been paid without the exemptions tor each
of the last seven years of the tax holiday.

(n) Tax clearance certificates

«3, The originating history of the use of tax clearance certificates in Africa
xs not very much documented. However, it is commonly said about most African
countries that while the government is controlled by Africans, industry is controlled
cy Europeans and North Americans and commerce by Asians and diddle-Easterners" the
majority of whom retain the citizenship of t. eir home countries or, if they acquire
citizenship in the country of residence, still maintain very close ties with their
clans in their original home countries to which they make regular visits or hope
eventually, to return. In essence, pany African economies are controlled bv
non-citizens who may sooner or later, leave and take away all taeir business anri
personal assets.

84. A tax clearance certificate is a document issueci by the tax department
certifying that the person, in whose name it is issued, has either fully discharged
-lis tax liability to date or has made adequate and acceptable'arrangements for
the liquidation of that liability.

85. These certificates may necessarily be issued to all residents or to non-
citizens alone and for a variety of reasons including renewal of business licenses
and travelling abroad. In this paper, we will only consider those relating to
departing taxpayers. In this connection, it should be noted that the effectiveness
of these certificates depends on the collaborative efforts o<: at least three agencies-
the banking system, the tax department and the immigration department.

that he has made adequate arUHeZnfltfitSV"" anPlicant's tax records and
departure. ;f not ?he bank! , hlS t3X liabili^ to the date of
applicant's account tc meet h s iabmtfa'0 ^^ " CCrtain <~ ™ the
TIT* l6aVeS the C0li"try the tax LartlT "* 3SSeSSed- Just before the
whlch he must -— -«*-*. up :tssthe: ^eTc:certifit
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87 Many tax departments experience difficulties witn the use of tax clearance
certificates. While some of the problems are administrative, and may thus De
resolved with relative case, others are of a technical nature.

88 The most serious of the technical problems result from the consideration of
the tax clearance certificates as ordinary, as contrasted with security documents
and their issue in one copy only. In order to avoid any misuse by tax officials.
"eymust be serially numbered, kept under lock and key issued by one designat d
person and in four copies. . The ordinal and one copy should go to- the applicant

who snould surrender one copy to the immigration department f«_?«^U^aS
to the tax department. The third copy should be kept oy tne Collector again
under loct and key. In doing so, he should ensure- that the serial numbers follow
the issues made. The fourth copy should remain on the bouna certificate pad .or

audit purposes.

™ Tax clearance certificates are intended to ensure that no taxpayer transfers
his alsets before liquidating his tax debts to the government. Nevertheless unless
tney are employed in\ controllable manner, they can, through collaborative fraua
between taxpayers and tax officials, lead to substantial losses of revenue.

Effects of tax fraud and evasion

90. During these times when each African country needs all the re*™r"* ** ^^
marshall for development purposes, taxation being the mam source of these resource,
tax fraud and evasion have direct effects on the rate at which development projects
can be implemented. By depriving government what funds ^ ot emse m d have
had, some important projects have to be postponed or cancelled altogether.

91. If tax fraud and evasion are left uncontrolled for a long period of tir,e3 they
spread to other previously good taxpayers and it may be difficult even for tax
officials to expose individual defrauders and evaders for fear of being accused of
partiality. Worse still, tax officials may capitalise or the widespread fraud by
■demanding total compliance with the law unless they are bribed. Furthermore, since

revenues are below potential, the government may be forced either to introduce new
taxes or to raise the rates of existing ones, and the higher the^ates rise, the
greater the pressure, on the part of taxpayers, to evade the tax-

1/ Due, John F. Indirect Taxation in Developing Countries, Johns Hopkins

~ Press, Baltimore and London, 1970 p.160
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Conclusion

92, It is not possible to cite all forms of tax fraud and evasion in African

countries in a paper as short as this one. To that extent, this paper should

be seen as an introduction into the study of this complicated subject. A similar

comment is made regarding the suggested solutions. Furthermore, it takes more

than the dedicated efforts of tax administrations to curb tax fraud; the political

system, through genuine concern for equity in sharing the tax burden and with the

help of its legal system and other institutions under its control can, to a very

great extent, improve public awareness of, and adherence to, the laws of the land

in general, and to taxation legislations in particular. Even though its total

elimination is impossible, tax fraud can certainly be controlled.
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TAX FRAUD AND EVASION: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS REPUBLIC OF LIBERIA AND OTHER

DEVELOPING NATIONS

(by Edwin Sambola, Chief Auditor, Ministry of Finance, Liberia)

INTRODUCTION

The issues surrounding tax fraud and evasion have in recent years been given
high priority status in most countries, but the developing world and particularly

African nations, have felt more accutely than most the effects of this plague.

This ancient scourge, whose roots can be traced all the way back to the early

emergence of civilizations and government structures, has long been wrestled

with by leaders and social prognosticators of each epoch of human history.

Despite countless assaults on various fronts, man has as yet been unable to rid

himself of this blight. It is hoped that this dissertation can shed some light

on this subject to lead to greater understanding and possibly some final solutions

to the problem of tax fraud and evasion.

The intent of the paper is to take a strong look at historical trends,

circumstances and events which have lent themselves to the continuity of fraud

as well as evasion of taxes. The paper endeavors to make clear many of the methods

commonly used to perpetrate tax fraud and evasion by both private citizens and

corporate entities. We shall also take a look at the various counter-measures

enacted by the Republic of Liberia and several other African and non-African

Governments. The author will identify the causes and give a final evaluation of

the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of existing measures, while paving the way

for what should be a graphic display of the contemporary situation and the need

for resolving the myriad of problems relating to taxes. Recognizing the critical

need to overcome the existing problems of tax evasion and fraud represents one-half

the solution. Utopian solutions are for Utopian societies. We endeavor here, to

provide practical, pragmatic solutions, real solutions to this very real problem.
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REVENUE STRUCTURE IN THE REPUBLIC OF LIBERIA

The Liberian Revenue Department consists of seven primary sections which

have the responsibility of overseeing the entire revenue structure of Liberia,

one functionssemi-autonomously, but all operate under the Ministry of Finance.

All revenue or tax matters are handled directly by one of these sections or

their subdivisions. It is from this point that any serious examination of these
issues must commence.

Each

REVENUE DEPARTMENT FLOW CHART

Deputy

Minister

Asst.

Minister

Commission

Income Tax

Commission

Customs

Commission ;

Int. Revenue j_
Audits

Chief Auditer

Miscellaneous

Asst. Comm.

A. Income Tax Commissioner

B. Internal Revenues , Commissioner

C. Customs. ...., Commissioner

D. Audit Chief Auditor

E. Inspection '.. „ Asst. Commissioner

F. Miscellaneous Asst. Commissioner

G. Fraud Section ,., 0 Director
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Income Tax Division

All citizens and residents of the Republic of Liberia are required by law
to rslinauish a percentage of their personal earnings to be used by Go^;« ±cr
governmental needs. Likewise, all corporate entities must render a portion o.
their corporate earnings to the Government for the same purpose. Jox^tiy,
th-se tithes supply the Nation with much needed revenues for the growth and
development of the Nation. It is known universally as tne Income ,ax.

The Income Tax Division of the Revenue Department is charged with the_
responsibility of establishing and maintaining the guidelines which aetermme
the amount of taxation per person, fami3y or corporate body. It must e— *
just and equitable assessment. In addition, this section oPerate3 as t

mechanism from the perspective of maintaining records of who is, in ^act,
to oavincome tax, based on minimum income levels established by government
Simultaneously, this Division acts as the technical consultant to the fraud
division in the levying of fines and demerite against tnose who woula com.iut
acts of tax fraud or evasion. This Section is a Commission and is headed b, a

duly appointed Commissioner.

Internal Revenue

The Internal Revenue Branch of the Department of Revenues has one cental
concern that is the collection of monies due the Government. All 'axes, fines,

! .are collected by this Section. This include, drivers- licences,

colwce"registration fees, liquor fees, revenue stamps for l^^^^'t
i-W-t/export tax, custom duties and all other revenues to which the to,.n,« t
Ktitled under'the law of taxation. They are to ensure that_the Government
doe-, in fact, receive of each tax payer, the amount pre-determined by the appropriate
Governmental Agency. They also maintain and supply accurate information Ou
paints mSelo the appropriate agencies in cases related to tax *raud ana evasion,

Cu?toms Division

In the Republic of Liberia, a major source of Government revenues is derived
from "customs duties". This Division determines what items can be brought

efficient system of maintaining current information is part ana parcj
responsibility of this Section. Parity should be maintained xn the determination
SI" duties'from one customer to the next to ensure• that citizens and r sident

a,, not subjected to the whim ^^J^^ H^^T
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Audit Section

Ore of the nost important areas of concern in the Department of Revenues is the
accuracy o* the tax-related information it receives. It is this information
whicr. d^r-incs what assessment will be made and which taxes will be levied and

^/"^^ fall/U!!in the taxable range-in effect, what will be taxed and what
will not oe taxed. The Audit Section is charged- dth the responsibilityV
ascertaining the accuracy of the information submitted to the Department, '"it also

,■ ■ .--^nesses and individuals at the behest of various government bodies fo-
eA.inp,ef ministry of Justice, Fraud Division, Commission for the Eradication of"

ion^ Headed by the Chief Auditor of the Republic, this Sector is a\£iTary
:<n tne arsenal of Government to eradicate tax fraud and evasion. " ' "weapcn

Inspection Section

f- th3 R&Publ*c of Liberia, on a daily basis, inspectors go out to various
^T'^ taxpayers' adherence to revenue requirements. They

^"8^ taXGS haVe been Paid' and ttat busine.se:
.../i,--T.^ ■li"i* Pressed activities. These inspectors evaluate the general
r."'4^'-10'1 ot a11 the Clti^ens or residents whom they visit to determine if
-en ascesscents are in accordance with National Government guidelines,

?iuch of the information used to initiate action in fraud or evasion cas-s i<-
gi^^ rrca reports submitted by the inspectors. This Section is not s full
.o..^j..^J.-jp_ -nd is headed by an Assistant Commissioner.

jfeg^ Section

P.> "^ Sec:icn ^as no Unction in the sense of being a positive promo*-.- of *h-«
Revenue uopartaenfs goals and objectives. It does not set policy, collect Quids'
d«ccrr.ir.o amounts of levies, etc. It only functions in the event an indlv^l
or , .^rpornt.on conducts his/its affairs in a manner that is contrsry to exi-f-nr
t«.. r .3ii;;.at,.c:is. The majority of people who come in contact with th« G-vern^^

fV:,3":0e1J^;Hrtment never hav? oc"sion to utilize the service of this Section.'" No-,
th*Jp-"ve-r«('naEe^erSOn*,PartlClpate ln activities Pertinent to this Section, W^-
■■^-iiili ' f i Sa ■ ent. . a direct relationship with most of the people in i-'-ie
rS- , rt-\' a ->5eria' thls particular Section is only involved with e ^rcaM We
lllla 1'e-I-ce>:t:a;Te represents those who commit or are '

: g feS
eVa£1On- ^1S SeCti°n is resP°^ible for investigating

> Prosecuting suspected cases. It is the "Watch Don Urit" of

°°partnient- The Fraud Apartment operates under the leacerfhi'or a
—
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DEFINITION

in order to obtain a clear and excise picture «»^-x fr«^a»d^ev«ion, it

individual tax situation with the intent to use *%£l££°m Vthe otJT nand,

TZTZTlfeTslAT^£l« £l ££tT£££ blends "avoid the paving of
does not necessarxiy mvux „*!,«,.«; ineaal* In many instances,

a situation in the evasion category.

The pervasiveness o£ tax fraud and evasion can be easily seen from the
following samples in Tables I and II.

STATISTICAL DATA ON FRAUD AND EVASION

.

through the gates
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TABLE I

STATISTICAL SAMPLING OF TYPICAL FRAUD CASES - BY TYPE

Perpetrator -

Private Individual

Government Representative

Government Representative
Private Individual

Government Individual

Government Representative

Government Representative
Government Representative
Government Representative
Corporate

Government Representative
Private Individual

Private Individual
Corporate

Private Individual

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Revenue

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Fraud

Disposition

Remanded to Ministry of Justice

Dismissed and prosecution

Restitution made

Remanded to winistry of Justice
Dismissed

Restitution made

Restitution and prosecution

Remanded to Ministry of Justice

Restitution made

Paid into revenue

Restitution made
Paid into revenue

Prosecution

Restitution made

Prosecution

Private Individual

Private Individual

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Private Individual

Private Individual
Private Individual

Private Individual

Private Individual
Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Private Individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Smuggling

Prosecution

Prosecution

Duty, fine, goods confiscated

Duty, fine, goods confiscated

Duty, fine, goods confiscated

Duty, fine, goods confiscated
Duty, fine

Duty, fine

Duty, fine

Duty, fine

puty, fine

Prosecution

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Prosecution
Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine

Fine
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TABLE II

STATISTICAL SAMPLING OF TYPICAL EVASION CASES - BY TYPE

Perpetrator

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Private Individual

Private individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Private'Individual

Private Individual

Private individual

Private Individual

Private Individual

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Property

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Disposition

Fine and back taxes paid

Fine and back taxes paid

Fine and back taxes paid

Fine and back taxes paid

Fine and back taxes paid

Fine and back taxes paid

Back taxes paid

Back taxes paid

Back taxes paid

Back taxes paid

Back taxes paid

Property auctioned

Fine imposed taxes paid

Fine, back taxes paid

*********!

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Private

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Individual

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Income

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Awaiting hearing

Awaiting hearing

Awaiting hearing

Awaiting hearing

Awaiting hearing

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Taxes paid

Taxes paid

Taxes paid

Taxes paid

Business shut down

Business shut down

Business shut down

Business shut down

Business shut down

Business shut down
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STATISTICAL SAMPLING OF TYPICAL EVASION CASES - BY TYPE (continue)

Perpetrator

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Corporate

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Tax Evasion

Disposition

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

Fine imposed

***********************************

FRAUD

Smuggling., 23%
Revenue Fraud 11%

Tax Fraud/Bribery 57%

EVASION

Income Tax 23%

Corporate Tax 29%

Property Tax.. 48%

100%
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SUMMARY

and the perpetrators of tkese acts.

^^s^r
In many instances, ^i-Governments ^gu^^5y^IdS

fulfill the legitimate ^"f^f^S ° Ul of these things contribute
being what they are, act as a f??^^ *™:ntentior.aUy evading taxes. Fraud
greatly to individuals either dc,Uberately or ™«tenti ^ ^ £ull knowledge

on the other har> x,; a ^«^s»f^.^LnageLn?, or other factors which
Sntribufe-toihrfralitrefof hun,an Lture and weakness of character act as
catalysts with instances of fraud.

Even though we can clearly ™^.^£™^^
to find solutions. The urgency of f^n^^ the solutions can on y deyel

when the debilitating effect of ^^.H^^ ^ich can be provided to the
of a nation hinges to a great degre^e^£a^!^i?. roads do^t exist se!f-
people by the Government. When adequate "™ illiteracy and infant
sufficiency in food is a difficult goal to achieve Hig facilities
mortality rates are directly linked to the ^equacy ms are

and schools. The development °^ f^/^^^^^'L evasiofand fraud. The
vfsitfd %TZ feople illuminates the need for
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decisive action on the part of Government to bring an end to these practices.

Presently, the measures employed to deal with these issues have proven themselves

inadequate to meet the challenge. Both the control systems built into the

departments as well as rhe judicial action taken have failed to effectively deter

indulgence in fraud. Processes essential to imparting both understanding and

acceptance of taxes is lacking in most of our countries. Cf the more than 500

fraud cases per year reported over the past five years, only about 20% were

prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Another 30% had fines imposed, which

were light compared to the ultimate damage done by the indulgence in these

nefarious practices. An astounding 40% were disposed of by simply requiring

that the individual concerned pay the taxes that had been illegally withheld. While

the remaining 10% simply lapsed into obscurity because they never came before a

Board of Inquiry. The lack of vigorous prosecution of offenders or the relative

lightness of penalties imposed has a tendancy to make the risk appear much much

less than the potential advantages to be reaped, thus making fraud and evasion

almost a practical means of augmenting one's income.

In addition to the penalties involved being of a relatively benign nature,

the general control apparatus established for the preservation and maintenance of

the tax system is not tight enough to forestall fraudulent action. A large

percentage of the cases of fraud reported during the period of observation involved

the bribery of revenue agents, customs officials and other representatives of

Government agencies. This was possible because the accountability factor built

into the system does not safeguard it effectively. Approximately 57% of the

fraud cases reported included the element of bribery of these officials.when

bribery was not involved, often times the officials themselves, were involved in

fraudulent acts to misuse government funds. Again, this reflects that the control

and accountability factors presently employed are inadequate. Companies and other

corporate bodies indulge in approximately 23%-o£ the fraud cases reported by

smuggling goods into the country. Bribery of revenue representatives, not paying

fees, late registering or non-registering of companies., ignoring licensing

requirements, etc., are only possible in an administrative environment where controls

and accountability are lax. One of the most effective means employed by government

to encourage businesses and private individuals to meet their property tax obligations

has been to publish their names in local newspapers. The rationale being that

public humiliation and the shock of seeing one's name in print will act as a lure

to make offenders realise that government is prepared to go to any length to collect

revenues due. While there are definite pluses inherent in such an approach, this

method is, at best, a stop-gap measure.

At this point, we must understand that the entire tax system must be revamped.

Control of the entire revenue department must be regained by closing up the tax

loop-holes, by making agents accountable to such a degree that deviations from

acceptable practices become immediately noticeable. This would discourage free

lance fraud amon? officials. At the same time, motivational programs aimed at

making job conditions more responsive to the needs of the employees, thus creating

an atmosphere for honesty, diligence and dedication to duty should be initiated.

There is an old saying, "if the cook is unhappy, the whole house gets indigestion".
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In addition to tighter controls, more vigorous prosecution and tougher

penalties are necessary in order to make the committing of an act of fraud too
risky. By increasing the risk factor to a disproportionate level, the tendency
to yield to the temptation of frr.ud and evasion will lessen considerably. Finally,
massive education processes must be implemented to teach the people about the
direct relationship between the paying of their taxes, the education of their
children, the meeting of their responsibilities ard the general development of the
society. A spirit of patriotism must exist; the people must be assured »f the
honorable intentions of Government. Tney must know that taxes are fairly and
impartially levied and that the interest of the people is foremost in the minds of

our leaders as taxes are instituted.

With abiding faith in the God of the Universe, let us build a sound and
equitable tax system which will usher in a new economic order, an order which
will enhance the economic prosperity of all the people throughout the world.
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Theme II: The promotion of tax awareness

Chairman: Mr. Ademola Odueyungbo (Nigeria)

Rapporteur: Mr. Jose Ma. Dado, Regional Adviser in Public
Finance (ECA)

1. Three papers were presented on tax awareness during the session and these
were:

(a) Tax awareness in its historical and contemporary settings;

(b) Promotion of tax awareness in Botswana, and

(c) Organization of tax services in the Comoros

2. The first paper expanded on tax awareness already imbued in mankind.
Historically, the political, social and economic settings of most countries
of the world today would reveal traces of tax consciousness or awareness among
their peoples or inhabitants. In some, there were signs of positive impact
and in others some negativism was generated because of political, social and
economic exploitation. Tax awareness is said to be manifested in tax education
undertaken for the people of a country. Approaches and methodology on national
tax education were highlighted.

3. In the paper presented by Botswana it was noted that Botswana promoted
tax awareness among its present and potential taxpayers with emphasis on the

provisions of its present tax law. These were embodied in the obligations and
rights_of the taxpayer, and the duty and powers of the Tax Department. More
significant details of the promotion of tax awareness in Botswana were presented
and discussed.

4. In the discussion of the paper by the delegate from Comoros, it was noted
that the present organization of Comores tax services gave some importance to the
promotion of tax awareness. Bringing these services closer to the people seemed
to have lead to increased tax education.

5. In the discussion that followed it was the general consensus that for tax
awareness to be promoted, a national tax education campaign must be a sustained and
continuing effort, reaching out to the public with the widest possible coverage.
Botswana's current efforts seemed to be in this direction. In inculcating tax
awareness, tax compliance by the public could easily and favourably ensue thereby
making tax collection also somewhat easier.

6. A feeling of some degree of frustration and dismay was expressed by the
delegate from the Republic of Cameroon. He seemed to see tax education as a
long and tedious exercise eventually ending in futility.
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7 It was deduced from his feeling that scarce resources expended on tax

education might not give an immediate favourable return in "^» ^ 1~"8
h th fling of some of the

not give an immediate favourable r ^ ^ ^at
tax revenues. It was, however, the feeling of some of the delegates that, that
fear should not be the cost/benefit analysis gf tax education programmes. The
benefits of tax education could be lasting and not to be limited to favourable
tax!paying attitude from the present generation of taxpayers. Rather tax education
must be treated as a sustaining and continuous process.

R In the discussion, the delegate from Ethiopia sought clarification on the
efinltion%£ a tax. An earlie/paper presented stated that tax was a statu ory
levy in some monetary form. The delegate from Ethiopia said that in all societies
when the use of money as a medium of exchange was still unknown, payment of taxes
was in kind! It was pointed out that gifts, or tributes from harvested Produce
animals or livestock were easily quantified to constitute a unit for tax payment.
In the paper on tax awareness by'this raporteur, tax was defined from the economist's
viewpoint! It was explained that various definitions of a tax need not give rise
^controversy for as'long as the element of being a compulsory contribution
imposed by an authority without offering a direct benefit m the form of goods
and services to the taxpayer were present, then such levy could safely be defined

as tax.

9 The Chairperson of the workshop for the session, the delegate from Nigeria,
opined his agreement on the essential need for tax education. He.favoured the
schools as a good starting point for inculcating tax awareness since the school
children are fhe future generations of taxpayers. He agreed that the promotion
of tax awareness should be a sustained exercise. This could be expanded and
given meaning if the teaching of rights and obligations (by the taxpayer) could
be formalized in certain subjects or courses in-schools and universities.

10 Interesting explanations on the origin of tax awareneness in African societies
were JropoundedAy ?he delegate from Swaziland. These being traditional societies,
the tribal members were motivated toward communal sharmg of whatever was there
to be needed by their society. Thus, in sharing their alligiance to the tribal
chief.gifts of their harvest and livestock were then presented in the context
of African social mores.

11 To some extent he decried trends in today's tax awareness as being attributable
to'dJocratL socfekes where modern mechanisms of public finance were not fully
taken ^vantage of. Lack of support by the political leadership in any tax
awarenesl campaign had doomed that effort at the outset. Politicians were

■ cited as one of Se groups through which tax education campaigns could be conducted.

Recommendations

12. Any tax education campaign or programme must be designed to bring in all
sectors of the society, not only the immediate tax paying public. The.ta*
administration agency must take account of the role of traditional societies ..
socially those in villages in order to enlist their unstinted support. No
indication that the role in modern society is superfluous or redundant should

be visible.
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13. Resources for such a campaign need not be enormous. The campaign must proceed

in stages. Any thought of so-called "crash programmes" should not be entertained.

14. Tax awareness should be promoted through tax education which should be

undertaken through written materials, lecturess the radio and talks with various

professional associations.
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TAX Att

(by Jose Ma Pado, Regional Adviser in Public Finance, (ECA)

Awareness is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as a state of consciousness, a

state of having knowledge, or a state of being well informed. It is also a state

with the mental faculties awake. Tax awareness therefore, may be defined as a

mental state by a person having knowledge or is well informed about taxes and

knows a tax is a compulsory contribution levied by the state on persons, income,

wealth, property or business for the support of government.

Unlike prices paid for commodities or tangible goods or services in the

markets, taxes do not endow benefits directly to the taxpayer- Taxes therefore,

are payments where the benefits could be remote or distant in reaching the taxpayers

directly. To elaborate, consumer awareness differs from tax awareness in the

former's characteristic wherein the value or usefulness of a product or service is

the prime factor given by the consumer when paying for/or buying the product. In

tax awareness, the taxpayer is not buying any public or social good such as a

highway. Usefulness or value of a public good may be minimal or nil to him, but

he is aware that public goods can only be provided with the taxes which he and
others pay.

Another term for tax awareness used interchangeably in this paper is tax

consciousness. Both terms, when applied to individuals, reflect the degree of

tax education they have. The existence of a tax, or one about to be introuced,

normally generates some reaction on the taxpayer Such reaction which may be in

any one of their varied forms is the result of their awareness of the tax.

At the outset, this paper is an attempt to elicit some reflections in

certain periods of history. Indeed tax awareness has prevailed as we flash back

on them.

There was tax awareness during the Biblical times. We recollect the episode

when Jesus Christ was confronted by the Pharisees who asked nim whether it was

lawful to pay tribute to the Romans then occupying Israel. Upon being shown a

Roman coin, Jesus asked them whose image was on it, to which they replied,it was

Caesar's. Thereupon he told them, ''Render unto Caesar the things of Caesar, and

unto God the things of God", and they left him. It would be worthwhile as we

ponder on his injunction to envision ourselves as present in that famous

confrontation. With the remarkable mind he possessed - one full of wisdom - we

may come to the conclusion that Jesus knev about taxes and their existence. Their

being levied on his people was not disputed by him. Even as he later spread his

Gospel throughout the holy Land, he took a former tax collector Mathev as one
of his disciples.
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Drawing closer to medieval history and the decades preceding the twentieth
century, we can think of numerous protest movements, civil disobedience, or

even armed revolts or uprisings. Many oiT these led to wars of independence.
Among the major causes of these socio-political stirrings and upheavals was taxes,

paid by the subjugated peoples, which had invariably provided revenues spent for
programmes and projects'that almost wholly and exclusively benefited the rulers1
enclaves. They were in the form of roads, railroads, communications and other
infrastructure which reached ::uly these enclaves alone because in tneni were their
economic activities that produced the raw materials to feed the industries in
the distant homeland of the ruling authorities. Refusal to pay taxes often
would land many a native in jail or forced to work in the public works without
any just compensation, which merely enhanced further the position and influence

of these enclaves.

Hardly a trickle of their tax contributions came back to them. Nothing of
significance or substance of benefits from tax revenues was visible - a few
schools, inadequate and very limited health and sanitation programmes, rarely
any hospital or clinic for the sick and the afflicted. Tax awareness forced them
to demand for just representation in the processes of levying the taxes.

Unfortunately, in most instances, these demands were denied.

The medieval era gives an account of how in 1328 the Moscow Prince Ivan I
was made the chief collector of tribute by the Golden Horde - those armed nomads
of Genghis Khan who overran Russia in those days.Ivan I used his office to enrich
himself, thus earning for himself the notorious sobriquet of Kalita, meaning

money-bag. Quite a good share of the tribute went into his own coffers. About
1476, the Grand Duke Ivan III stopped paying tribute to the Golden Horde.

The Original Thirteen Colonies in America had also their turbulence of protest
movements and civil disobedience. One example was the Boston Tea Party. While
violent resistance to the British colonial authorities was quite common, there were
also forms of passive resistance, The early American author and writer, Henry
David Thoreou, unhesitatingly stepped into a Hassachusettes jail than pay taxes
which would enhance and further the practice of slavery, then tolerated by the
British. As he whiled away his time by the window o£ his cell, another American

author, Ralph Waldo Emerson who was his friend came by. Emerson asked, "What
are you doitg inside that jail, Henry?" To which Thoreau replied and even demanded
of his friend, "You know why I am here. Why are you there outside, tfaldo": From
their conversation tax awareness was very visible. One knew the dire consequence

of not paying the tax. Thoreau in refusing to pay the tax symbolized his strong
conviction that his purpose was noble. He abhorred and detested that the ultimate

beneficiary of the tax would be the perpetuation"of slavery.

In 1799, Britain introduced a tax or levy on personal income as a "temporary
tax" to finance a war against Napoleon. It was abolished in 1816, but remtrouuced
in 1842 and has remained since then. To the Britons, when the tax was first
introduced visibility of the purpose of the tax was very high. The defeat ot
Napoleon was instrumental in their acceptance of the tax.
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The decades following the end of the Second World War were marked with many
former colonies becoming independent nations. The right to self determination
naturally meant that they themselves alone would decide their own destinies. With
the departure, of the last colonial officer, the protest movements and armed revolts
had seemingly-disippeared and dissipated. We view that these events had ushered
m a strong feeling of loyalty of their peoples to the newly-formed governments due
to the euphoria of nationalism and what it stood for. They must have perceived of
their new States' powers, among which were the powers to tax,as being inherent
when their nations were established. Therefore, along with their rights as full-
fledged citizens of an independent country were also obligations such as their
unstinted and unqualified support of their State and its government. A thing of
the past was their vehement refusal to pay taxes to a colonial regime, and this
of course had its own historical and political validity.

In a number of countries today, the emergence of separatist or secessionist
movements against the central authority is significant. The regions of these
countries where such movements prevail unmistakeably reflect the awareness of their
people. .Tliis consciousness can be traced to their belief in being unjustly taxed
which may be a valid grievance. These regions are geographically and sometimes '
ethnically remote and distant from the central authority. Benefits from their tax
contributions are slow to reach them and are often caught in the bureaucratic web
of red tape and indifference at the central authority.

Today, this assembly of Tax Administrators presents a favourable venue for
us to ventilate our views on how tax consciousness may achieve positive results
such as a more fruitful environment for bringing the financial support of the people
to their State without the recriminations of the past eras.

Earlier stated was tax awareness as indicative of the degree of tax education
10 attain a sustained level of tax consciousness, there would be a necessity of
organizing a national tax education campaign which focuses on reaching all levels

of society^and every sector of the country. It should not be concentrated in the
more urbanized, populous sections of the country jus,t for the plain reason of the
number or the potential wealth of taxpayers in these areas. It must be a continuous
and sustained etfort by the government, not just a one-time political exercise to
gam prestige or image-building or aimed for extra political footage by the
government undertaking the campaign.

Tax education should be undertaken in schools and extended in seminars to
civic societies, service clubs, religious groups and parent-teacher's associations.
The various associations under the public service including the politicians
together with the political leadership may find brushing up their knowledge of
taxes plus tax consciousness refreshing and even rewarding
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in primary schools, the level where classes in civics are conducted would be
a good sLrt for tax awareness. Here the school child is to be taught of_his
lefal and moral duty to Day taxes so that when he becomes a productive adult in
nil society!^ has already acquired tax awareness. At the secondary level classes
in economics and in history and government couid "ighH£t t««areness in a
more elaborate approach. The need for tax revenues by government is essential
to left ^spending programmes whose benefits will accrue to society in general.
iL socialand economic development of the country must be explained more as
the rationale of modem taxation.

At institutions of higher learning, a more articulate approach could be

of he-economy to another for their optimal utilization in the socia and economic
developmental efforts of the country to attain national self-sufficiency.

Civic societies and service clubs do not present serious problems in l

especially the effects of certain taxes on their interests for they are a very

economically productive sector.

Preferrably tax officials who are conversant with local dialects of the regions

of the country should speak to them.

whv the public service? As paragons of conscientiousness and devotion to

rejrehensib!e,8and these would be tantamount to taxes financing waste and neglect,
and illegal use of government property.

on taxation and spending, the use of the economist's yardstick - the cost and
benefit analysis should be their tool to guide them in their decision making.
Bu?1ome politicians see no merit in this. Tfceir attitude may bring tragic
consequences.
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Organizing a national programme for tax education requires a well-designed

plan. It cannot be treated as just one of those ad hoc activities to be handled

by a minor tax official. A person very knowledgeable in taxation, of a high
calibre in tax administration and dedicated zo duty is our candidate for the post
of national tax-education manager.

African countries should consider seriously the establishment of tax

commissions and tax centres either on a national or sub-regional basis. While

these entities may be charged with the task of investigating and examining present
tax systems to remove their inequitable features, tax education may be treated

with similar emphasis. The equity principle takes a prominent place in
individuals' tax awareness.

Apart from the active role of the principal tax agencies at the national

level, participation by local governments is also imperative. Their proximity

to the grass roots of society offers an important influential factor for a tax

education campaign to make an impact and even to succeed. Some local governments
may still be in the rudimentary stage of levying taxes due to their current lack

of tax potential because of limited economic bases. Since they also share in the
tax revenues of the central government, reaching the grass roots in the collection

effort can be extended in a campaign to instill tax awareness.

It was discussed earlier how tax awareness has related to secessionist

movements. The lessons of history and contemporary times are too profoundly

immense in their consequences to be dismissed very lightly.

The media should also participate -both print and broadcast - including

filming of short documentaries on tax awareness in local movie houses preferably
in the vernacular. &adio scripts and TV films would require co-editing with the
national tax education campaign center. To encourage school children at certain

levels to be more enthusiastic in this undertaking, essay-writing contests may
also be featured with some prizes from civic-spirited donors. A primer on tax

awareness should be published in rs many (Ur.lscts as possible for" distribution

during seminars of the tax education campaign. The different aspects of taxation
and the role of the taxpayer must be included ir very simplified and eye-catching
illustrations.

As we conclude, the role of national leadership is given focus. High political

visibility is only earned by a leadership on the kind and quality of its^policies
including those on taxation and naturally extends to the manner of implementation.
When a people begin to lose or even waver in their confidence in a leader, such
as those on tax policies, that is a signal they have acquired tax awareness. A

good and honest government cannot be substituted with deceit and hypocrisy. When
these are apparent, people become restive. Indeed restiveness can reach tempest

proportions in protest movements, civil disobedience and even armed revolt. They

are a very costly price, and wise leadership should strive to avoid them.
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TAXPAYER EDUCATION

Mission of Taxpayer Education -

to inform and educate the general public of their tax rights and

obligations;

to assist tlw public in exercising these rights and fulfilling

these obligations

Five objectives for a viable Taxpayer Education function:

1 Identification of needs for Taxpayer Education by analysing demographic
factors, tax law and recent changes in law, procedural changes in the
tax administration agency trends in tax compliance, errors in tax declarations,

and inquiries by tax payers.

fa) Demographic factors: application to different sectors of the country
and description of income levels, age groups, occupations, types of
declarations filed, etc. These serve both to identify types of
educational programmes taxpayer need, and pin-point locations where

the programmes should be conducted.

(b) Tax law and procedural changes: effective publicizing programme or

an educational taxpayer programme must take into account changes in

tax laws.

fcl Errors in declarations: these errors usually fall into a pattern
which indicate educational needs for individuals and even businesses.

(d) Compliance trends: This is often associated with the lack of understanding

of the requirements-

fei Taxpayers inquiries: from these requests for information and
clarification by taxpayers, much can be learned to determine furtner

needs for taxpayer education.

2 Development of annual Taxpayer Education plans by the coordination of the
efforts of several functions of tax administration.

3 The budgeting and allocation of functional and administrative manhours and
" materials specifically identified as Taxpayer Education programmes.

4. Implementation of Taxpayer Education programmes also by training and
-developing all employees assigned to the programme in essential skills,
attitudes and understanding which arc specialized aid varied.
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5. Establishment of a system for evaluating and monitoring Taxpayer Education
programmes, possibly with usage of data gathered from facts on (i) the

number of taxpayers assisted by each one of the several different means,
(ii) the number of appearance or contacts by tax agency employees, (iii) the
nature and number of responses, requests, or problems raised by taxpayers,
and (iv) employee manhours devoted to Taxpayer Education programmes,etc,
for analysis of the programme. . ;

Basic types of messages to taxpaying public which the tax directorate
should attempt to convey could include:-

1. Taxpayers education as a significant, cooperative and budgeted function.

2. A multi-faceted approach to determining tho-Specifie needs for
education,

3. Specifically-trained employees for all features of the programme.

4. Ample supply of supportive materials ,

5. System for evaluating the effectiveness of the programmes.

6. Creation of opportunities for listen to taxpayers.

7. Selection of key messages to convey to the taxpayers.

8. An attitude that enhances the dignity of the inquiring taxpayers.

These eight are essential features of a constructive dialogue between the
Government tax agency and the taxpayers who support the Government.
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THE PROMOTION OF TAX AWARENESS IN BOTSWANA

(by the Department of Taxes, Botswana)

I have taken the topic as it stands to mean the education of the taxpayer

as to the provisions of the Tax Act i.e. what is required of the taxpayer, what
his rights are, and what is the duty of the Tax Department. Tax awareness needs to
be stimulated and continued as an on-going exercise in order to encourage voluntary
compliance by the taxpayers and also develop a more positive attitude towards tax.

If-compliance *s negative a lot of time is spent by the already limited
manpower resources of a department in chasing after taxpayers for submissions of
returns or payment of outstanding, tax. In most cases this results in delays m
processing the already submitted returns. The "estimating exercise where
returns have not been submitted has to be carried out during the course of the

tax year..

Additional work is also created tn the sense that when returns do come in

revised assessments are made.

In respect of tax due the numerous trips undertaken by the Collection
Office to collect tax throughout the country and the time and paperwork spent
on reminders are likely to increase the cost of collection.

It is departmental policy in the Botswana Department of Taxes that tax

awareness should be promoted through whatever available means there are at the
department's disposal. This has largely been carried out in this fashion.

(1) Publications - a question and answer booklet is available to the
5u~bTic covering various aspects of the Income Tax Law. It is written
in both English and Setswana languages. The language of the booklet
is very simple without necessarily compromising the meaning of the

words in the Income Tax Act.

(2) Radio - Question and answer sessions have been done over Radio Botswana.
Fr~5m~~time to time questions are submitted to the Department by Radio
Botswana from members of the public. Answers are given to Radio
Botswana which broadcasts them in a general programme of questions and
answers. This programme covers other bodies in addition to the Department

of Taxes,

A programme called "ROUND TABLE" has featured the Commissioner of
Taxes on a number of ocassions for a panel discussion on certain

aspects of taxation.
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(3) Lectures - these are conducted, throughout the country either
on a yearly basis, manpower permitting, or as the need arises
or on request by whatever organization.

Lectures are given to-Secondary School children, farmers associations
and to villagers at "Kgotla" meetings. As already mentioned
various associations such as, Girl Guides Association, YWCA do

from time to time request a talk on an aspect of taxation from
officials of the department. In the majority of cases these
requests are granted. All these help in the creation and

promotion of tax awareness amongst the public.

W Talks with Accountants Association

With effect from last year the Department has established
contact with the above Association. Two meetings have, al-redy
been held to date where departmental requirements regarding
various aspects, like extension of time, completion certain form-
were discussed. These are fruitful talks and are well appreciated
by both sides. They are held on a quarterly basis.

(5) Taxpayer Education Unit

The ideal situation would be for the Department to have a Taxpayer
Education Unit which would be solely responsible for the promoting
of tax awareness among the public. As it is, because of limited
manpower, staff fully employed in the assessment and collection of

. tax are the ones who from time to time undertake taxpayer education
At,times this means prolonged absences from offices and as a result*
the officers' regular work piles up awaiting their return. . Sometimes,
the Commissioner himself, his Deputy, and some Head Office personnel
alternate in undertaking lecture tours.

We find that it is necessary to undertake this exercise even
at the expense of other work because Income tax is a fairly new
phenomenon to the indigenous Bstswana. batswana got affected
by Income tax around Independence in 196C and it is going to
take a long time for them to get used to Income Tax.

Income tax though has been in existence in Botswana, which
was then Bechuanaland Protectorate, since 1922 and it initially
applied to expatriates and companies.

Observations

From experience,it has shown that taxpayer education needs to be

ta^T aJ"e^lar.basis'S0 that it should be imprinted in the minds of the
itTlt' ! "^Portant for local sole businessmen, self-employed people
and farmers to whom the withholding tax scheme does not apply. They need to
be aware of their tax obligations so that they do some tax planning^d
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make preparations well in advance for payment of any taxes which might be due
at the end of the tax year rather than be confronted with a huge tax bill wtiicn

in most cases they do not understand.

From experience again,we have discovered that a yearly programme of tours

K iSJ^rS SX S'S £322 SXZVirSSK iSJ^rS S.X SS £322
most cases despite adequate advance publicity we get very poor attendances.

esubTi^ce1 f^g a^d su^rt'from their working children in towns.

The most effective education campaigns are those aimed at specific groups
e.g. SchocTleavers, Teachers Associations, Civil Servants Associations, Farmers
Associations etc.

Tn this exercise of promoting tax awareness, we find that language is not
a barrier in that tZ JSrity ofVtswana understand the national language, Setswana,

Conclusion

„

series of talks, he!p the taxpayers in completing returns. Information on: when

individual return but few bother to read it
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ORGANIZATION OF TAX SERVICES IN THE FEDRAL ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF

THE COMOROS

( by M. Bourhane Said Omar, Director-General of Taxation, Comoros )

Background

The young State of the Comoros, which became independent in 1975, underwent
a period of turmoil and total confusion until 1973 when peace and security were
restored.

This young State of 400,000 inhabitants, covering a surface area of 2,166 km2,
is made up of ftur islands: Grande Comore, Anjouan, Mayotte and Mohell. It lies
at the extreme northern end of the Mozambique Channel, half way between the Equator
and the Tropic of Capricorn.

Because of its typically tropical maritime climate and its very rich soil,
80 per cent of the population prefers farming.

The industrial, commercial, handicrafts and other sectors are developing

steadily. As a result, the fiscal services need to act decisively to define the
country's taxable base.

In 1979 constitutional concerns led to the dismantlement of the tax and
treasury departments; five mutually independent fiscal administrations (one for

each island and one federal), all incompetent and inefficient, were set up.

Since national expenses were becoming heavier and more numerous it began
to be necessary to mobilize all the internal revenues of the nation.

In 1981, after a thorough inquiry, the Government decided that a tax
administration combining all the fiscal services in a single public entity with
financial autonomy would have to be established forthwith in the light of the
country!s federal type of constitution.

That establishment will play a key role, and its ability to guarantee the
technical independence required for its operations will benefit the whole nation.

Organization

Thus in January 1982, the General Tax Administration (AGI) was created in
the Federal Islamic Republic of the Comoros. This Administration, which is
like a "service industry" serving the whole nation, combines all the fiscal services
of the State except the customs department.

Like every company, AGI is made up of a governing board, overall administration,
central departments and regional offices.
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1. The Board, which is the supreme body, is made up of:

Voting members

The Minister of Finance and Economics or his representatives;

A representative of the Prime Minister's office;

A Federal Assembly representative for each island

A representative of the Council of each island;

The Governor of each island or his representative.

Non-voting members (advisory capacity)

The Director General of AGI;

The Paymaster General

The Budget Director;

The Controller of financial transactions;

The Comptroller

General Assembly meetings of the Board are held twice a year, in May

and October.

II -The overall administration operates under the authority and control of
the Board. It is headed by a Director General and a Deputy Director General
selected from the most senior levels of the fiscal administration.

The Director General, who has the most wide-ranging powers to act on

behalf of the Board, is responsible for the application of the rules and
regulations on tax assessment, payment and control throughout the country.

He participates in drafting and implementing national fiscal policy.

III Tne_Central Departments

Six central departments headed by tax inspectors have been created, namely:

The research department (concerned with legislation, litigation and

statistics);

The department of personnel and administrative affairs;

The financial affairs department;

The national control and auditing department;
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The estates and land ownership department; and

The collection department

IV. The Regional Offices

The General Tax Administration is represented on each island by a regional
office headed by a tax inspector who is directly responsible to the Director General.

Each regional office comprises:

A business and commercial tax department;

An income tax department;

A miscellaneous taxes (lands) department;

An estates and land ownership department; and

A collection department.

AGI's well-organized internal structure, permanent ties with its regional
offices, comprehensive staff training and management policies and optimum arrangement
of these resources make it a most valuable instrument of national development.

Although AGI is still applying the old fiscal system of the country, which
dates back to 1962, the introduction of new working methods is making its operations
increasingly effective.

Indeed AGI has launched a major publicity and information drive for the
benefit of the taxpayers, who are now complying with the tax legislation without
undue difficulty. When Comorian taxpayers are told how tax revenue is used and
how the country stands financially, they can understand their tax obligations.

The reliable monthly statistics issued on inland revenue are very encouraging.
During the two years that AGI has been in existence, the taxable base has increased
fivefold and determined efforts are yielding better collection rates.

Obviously, the country's current tax legislation needs to be updated: however,
before embarking on a thorough tax reform it has been decided to enforce the
existing tax system vigorously for a few more years, since tax revenues are increasing
significantly, so as to bring all the economically active individuals and entities
that have previously escaped taxation into the "normal taxation circuit".
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Theme III: The techniques of tax legislation (as exemplified by the

possible i se in developing countries of the unitary method

of taxing the income of multinational enterprises)

Chairman: tir. Mohamed Yahya (Ethiopia)

Rapporteur: Prof. 0. Gldman, Professor of Law,

Harvard Law School.

1. In presenting his paper, Prof. Oldinan began by expanding on the breadth

of the topic - Techniques of Tax Legislation - because of the variety of political

systems among countries and the range of tax laws within and among countries.

Therefore, he decided to focus on one topic - the unitary method - as an example

of the problems of legislating about a relatively new and controversial proposal.

2. Preliminarily, he spoke about the new tax proposals submitted as a

draft before the Botswana Parliament in February 1984. It was not clear that

in fact there would be any Parliamentary or Public discussion among tax

professionals before enactment. It was clear, however, that there was no

discussion before presentation to Parliament.

3. Prof. Oldman suggested that discussion with professionals was needed.to

prevent unintended errors of inclusion or omission and to satisfy the public

that tax laws were, in the end, of their own making in a democratic society.

He thought it was particularly important in adopting measures for enforcement

of existing tax laws that the additional compliance burdens placed on taxpayers

who were already complying be understood by them to be necessary in order to

collect from those not complying. Otherwise taxpayers and their representatives

might discontinue their cooperation.

4. Prof. Oldman suggested two publications to the workshop. One was a new

book by Dr. Richard Goode, first and former Director of the Department of

Fiscal Affairs, IMF, published by the Brookings Institution in tfeshington,

D.C. USA, entitled "Governmental Finance in Developing Countries" (1984)

($11.95 in paperback). The other was by iichael J. Mclntyre and himself and

was published jointly by ITP and the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation.

Its title is "Institutionalising the Process of Tax Reform" (1979). It provides

a description and an analysis of techniques of tax legislation for technical

changes, rate changes, and major reforms.

5. Prof. Oldman then described the unitary method as used by the State of

California in the United States and applied by it more and more during the

past 20 years to income of multinational interprises (MNEs) having a branch

of corporate subsidiary activities in California. California, which claims.

to tax only the income which has its geographical source in California, applies

a formula to the aggragate (or consolidated or combined) net income of all the

related parts of the MNE's worldwide network of subsidieries, affiliates, and

branches (eliminating transactions among parts of the MNE). The net income of

the HNE is calculated according to the California tax rules which, for practical

purposes, are the same as US Federal income tax rules. The worldwide net income

so calculated is treated like a pie to be divided up among all taxing jurisdictions

in the world in accord with a simple formula, which tells each country (or state

of the US) how much of the pie (worldwide net income) belongs to each jurisdiction

that has its geographical source in the jurisdiction. That gives California's
taxable net income.
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6. The formula is made up of the average of three functions each one

measuring the share California has of particular factors regarded as indicative
of income producing activities in California. One fraction is the MNE's total
sales in California, divided by the MNE's worldwide sales; a second is its total
payroll in California divided by worldwide payroll; and the third is the total

value of property of the f!NE in California divided by worldwide property. The
average of the three fractions is then calculated and applied to the worldwide
net income of the MNE in order to yield California net income. Then the
California rate of corporate income tax, about y% is applied to California
net income to find the exact tax due.

7. The unitary method works reasonably well within the US among the States
because the rates are low (5% to 10%), the tax paid is a deduction from federal
income for federal tax, the concept of net income is federal net income or
close to it for all taxing states, and the formulae, while different, are not
as they used to be because of pressures toward uniformity.

8. It was generally agreed by the delegates that these conditions did not
apply to the world of developing countries, where concepts of net income varied
widely, where rates are far higher than in the US States (from 0.9% to 60%),
where there was no reason to expect uniform formulae for dividing the pie, and
where the tax paid may not be deductible or creditable from any other income
tax. Hence the workshop advised caution in the use of the unitary method by
developing countries.

9. It was suggested that international and regional groups should study the
method's feasibility and likely results before any one of the developing
countries adopted it. It was further suggested that research groups should
bring together representatives of governments and companies so that the
legitimate interests of both were fully considered.

10. The companies know they need the countries' governments in order to make
profits and they expect to pay reasonable taxes for governmental activities. The
countries need the companies for their output, training, and other benefits

including tax base and tax revenues. Therefore, the countries want the companies
to survive successfully ami not to be unduly burdened by taxes. A suitable
compromise in the use of formulae gives countries a reasonable minimum of tax
revenue from each company, while assuring the companies that taxes would not
exceed a reasonable ceiling. The workshop recommended that the countries and
companies would find suitable institutional facilities to discuss and resolve
the problems posed by the unitary method.
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BACKGROUND PAPER

1. "The Unitary method and the loss developed countries"

by Prof. 0. Oldman, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School
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THE UNITARY METHOD AND THE LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Oliver Oldman

for presentation at the Second Meeting
of the Association of African Tax Administrators

Gaborone, Botswana, March 15, 1984

I. Background

A. Terminology: Apportionment, Allocation, Source, Formula
Unitary Business '

B. Recent Developments in the U.S.
Presidential Task Force

Proposed Massachusetts Regulation

II. Existing Use of Unitary Method by LDCs

A. As a Bargaining Tool (Threat?)

B. Interpretation of Broad Definitional Provisions

C. More Extensive use of Formulas than by the DCs

III. Long-Range Possibilities for Use of Unitary Method by LDCs

A. Agreements by Regional or Broader Groupings of Countries
to Adopt a Uniform Approach

B. Unilateral Use by Some Countries

IV. Possible Parameters of a Uniform Approach

A. Simplified,Broad, No-Incentive Definitions of Income
Deductions, etc., i.e., a Uniform Concept of Net '
Income, perhaps Based on Modern Tax Expenditure
Analysis

B. Agreed Concept of "Unitary Business"

C Agreed Family of Formulas for industrial, Service
Transportation, Financial, and other Economic '
Activities

D. Agreed Minimal Requirements for Jurisdiction Before a
Country Would Assert Right to Tax

1. Possible minimum sales feature
2. De minimis rules

3. Relation to permanent establishment (see new
Indonesian Income Tax Law)
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E. Foreign Currency Translation Using IMF-Designated Unit,

and Other Possibilities

F Creation of an Administrative-Adjudicative Body to Develop Uniform
Reflations for Application of Agreed Concepts and for Resolution
of' Interpretative Disputes between Taxpayers and Governments

G The Unitary Tax as a Minimum Tax Due an LDC

H. The Unitary Tax as a Ceiling on Tax Due an LDC

V. Creation of an International Study Body

A. Auspices — UNU?

B. Advisory Committees

1. AID agencies of France, Germany, Japan, UK, and US,
plus representative of Nordic countries

2. MNEs based in above countries, and LDCs

3. Representatives of major professional associations
of lawyers, accountants, and administrators

C. Objectives

1. Uniformity and administrability

2. Adequate revenues for LDCs

3. Levels of taxation consistent with agreed goals
of economic growth with equity
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COMMENT BY OLIVER OLDMAN

oii

"The Relevance of the Unitary Approach for Developing Counties"

Paper presented by George Kopita and Leif Muten at the

Hoover Conference on State Corporate Taxation, ■:.:
held at Stanfor University, Palo Alto,

California, November 11, 1982 ,;

(The Conference volume, edited by Charles E. McLure, Jr., will be .

published in 1984 by the Hoover Institution in Stanford, .-
California)

The Kopita-Muten paper is Vbrief against the use of the unitary approach
by developing countries; it is also unintentionally ap attack on the separate
accounting method as well, at least as far as the developing countries go. Neither
method works well today for those countries. In looking at the jungle-forest
of international geographical appbrtionment of income for income tax purposes it
is easy to get lost or indefinitely delayed on the search for what may lie at the

heart of the forest, a simple yet sensible system. Each one of the many difficulties
with the unitary and separate accounting approaches may be viewed as distracting
trees or cultivated but diversionary groves or gardens (ss4S2 or 861). Together
they present a virtually impenetrable jungle in the search and exploration of the
forest. Is there a path which might lead to a system which is administratively
feasible as well as non-disruptive of government finances or multinational
enterprise (MNE)? In short, cati the forest be effectively managed by governments

: and MNEs? Bungling is costly, as tMe paper demonstrates.

While insufficient exploration has yet been done to convince me to support
the use of the unitary approach'by developing countries, I do believe in'continuing
the quest for administrative simplicity and acceptable standards for an agreed
system for international income apportionment, a system which might use the unitary
approach extensively.

First of all, such a system would have to resolve issues in the definition
of income and jurisdiction, the details of formulrs, and the meaning of "unitary-
Ceilings and floors on rates would also have to be scrutinized. Some comments on"
each of these items appear below. Secondly, some approach to keying any new
system inta.existing or modified national tax systems is needed. One approach
would be for a developing country to use t:,e system as a floor or ceiling in
determining the amount of tax due by an MNE; that is, the tax calculated by using the
system would be paid rather than the tax calculated under the country's income tax
law otherwise applicable. Another approach might confer international law rights
on MNEs to entitle them to use the system as a ceiling amount of tax where a
country's law might otherwise provide for a higher tax.
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The base that might be used for the corporate tax contemplated by the system

S5
ceiling tax rates as a part of the system.

The problem of foreign vrrency translation could be considerably reduced if

Fund or any currency designated by the Fund.

As for the formula to be used, several might be contemplated

today.

rules would eliminate nuisance situations.

The idea that the taxpayer would have a legal right to a ceiling amount

W
income apportionment will have begun.

Collection practices and results might also be expected to improve during

this new era of cooperation.

and Developing Countries in 1980




